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Abstract
Automated Fare Collection (AFC) systems, often called smart transit card sys
tems, have found use in public transportation systems worldwide. Not only
do AFC systems enable a secure and fast way of fare collection, but also, they
offer a cost-effective way of collecting and monitoring travel information of each
user, recorded as time-stamped transactions. These data provide detailed travel
information about transit system users that can potentially be informative for
operators and planners for understanding traffic condition and travelers travel
patterns, constructing models to find out travelers true ODs and optimize the
transit route offerings. This dissertation is composed of four pieces related to the
modeling and understanding of transit networks using AFC data.
The first piece relates to methods for obtaining system level transit infor
mation from AFC data. Monitoring transit system "health" by extracting and
tracking such quantities as travel time, transfer time, number of passengers,
etc., is critical to the benefit of travelers, planners and operators within a transit
system. This chapter presents methods for obtaining system level transit in
formation from AFC system, which provides hour-to-hour, day-to-day transit
information. The AFC data of public transit system in Seoul, South Korea is used

XVl

as an example to illustrate the proposed data extraction methods and analysis, to
further provide both methodological and practical guidance for researchers and
data-handling analysts.
The second piece investigates mobility patterns of various traveler groups.
Characterizing individual mobility is critical for understanding urban dynam
ics and developing high-resolution mobility models. Previously, large-scale
trajectory datasets have been used to characterize universal mobility patterns,
however, those datasets could not reveal individual travelers decision-making
logic to distill any demographics-related trends. This piece uses AFC data to
tackle this challenge and show how spatio-temporal mobility patterns vary over
user characteristics and modal preferences.
The third piece presents a methodology to identify individual travelers' true
ODs as well as their travel preferences. Origin-Destination (OD) information
is critical for enabling public transit system policy-makers and operators to
serve travelers in a calculated way. Travelers' preferences in choosing best
routes are also important to understand, in order to assess or predict the service
levels offered by such a system. This piece presents a two-step methodological
framework to identify individual travelers' true ODs as well as their travel
preferences of route choice decisions. A presented case study, based on actual
AFC data, demonstrates a high inference accuracy, both for travelers' true ODs
and preferences.
The fourth piece develops an idea of a data-driven modeling approach based
on artificial neural network, to predict and recommend bus routing decisions for
bus drivers and/ or operators. For each bus, the model chooses its next station,

XVll

based on many factors such as current road network, current heading direction,
potential demands of passengers, the movement of other buses, etc., which can
be obtained from AFC data, fast and easy.

XVlll

Introduction

1.1

Background

In recent decades, automated fare collection (AFC) systems using smart card
technology have become a popular method to collect fare. Although this system
is more often implemented in Europe, Asia and South America, they have been
successfully in use in lots of cities in North America as well, such as Quebec,
New York, and Washington D.C.. It not only make the driver's job easier, but also
give public transit system a modern look and provide opportunities for transit
operators and planners to collect, analyze and understand every aspects of pub
lic transportation. AFC data usually contain records that indicate the boarding
(sometimes, even alighting) stations and time of passengers, along with other
information such as fare, card type, etc. It has been used in many studies for
purposes such as destination estimation, network performance evaluation, travel
behavior analysis, etc.[1]. In this dissertation, we offer insights on organizing,
processing and analyzing such AFC data, and further provide modeling method-
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ologies that will help transit planners to understand the behavior of passengers
and the performance of transit network.

1.2

Motivation and Contributions

This work is composed of four parts, converging topics related to transit route
network performance, passenger's preference and behavior, passenger's OD
estimation and transit route network design. The first and last parts are about
route network. The second and third parts focus on passengers need. We will
briefly introduce each part and describe the contributions of these models.
The first part proposes data processing algorithms to understand transit en
vironment at system level. Monitoring transit system "health" by extracting
and tracking such quantities as travel time, transfer time, number of passen
gers, etc., is critical to the benefit of travelers, planners and operators within a
transit system. Most of the data typically available to and useful for analysts
are generated by tracking vehicles instead of individual passengers/travelers
- these data are useful, albeit within certain limits. Our contribution is that we
propose methods which can be used to obtain system level transit information
from AFC data, which provides hour-to-hour, day-to-day transit information,
such as the value and reliability in both travel time and traveler count, and the
location of congested road clusters in a city. It will provide both methodological
and practical guidance for researchers and data-handling analysts.
The second part presents methods of extracting passenger's mobility patterns
by population groups using AFC data. Characterizing individual mobility is
critical to understand urban dynamics and develop high-resolution mobility
models. Previously, large-scale trajectory datasets have been used to characterize
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universal mobility patterns. However, due to the limitations of the underlying
datasets, these studies could not investigate how mobility patterns differ over
user characteristics among demographic groups. In this part, we analyze a large
scale AFC dataset of the transit system of Seoul, South Korea and investigate
how mobility patterns vary over user characteristics and modal preferences.
Our contribution is that we successfully identify users' commuting locations
and estimate the statistical distributions required to characterize their spatio
temporal mobility patterns. We also prove that heterogeneous mobility patterns
exist across demographic user groups. This result will significantly impact future
mobility models based on trajectory datasets.
The third part develops a two-step methodological framework to identify indi
vidual travelers' true ODs as well as their travel preferences. Origin-Destination
(OD) information is critical for enabling public transit system policy-makers and
operators to serve travelers in a calculated way. Travelers' preferences in choos
ing best routes are also important to understand, in order to assess or predict
the service levels offered by such a system. We show that the above information
can be distilled from a new type of data-the Automated Fare Collection (AFC)
system data - in a fast and low-cost way. The framework capitalizes on process
ing the observations of travelers' routing choices under different circumstances
(travel environment conditions). We show that this model demonstrates a high
inference accuracy, both for travelers' true ODs and preferences, based on actual
AFC data.
The last part applies an idea of a data-driven modeling approach based on
artificial neural network, to predict and recommend bus routing decisions for bus
drivers and/ or operators. Route design is a complicated problem and often hard
to solve since it is usually formulated as a mixed-integer non-linear optimization
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problem. In this part, we starts from a data-driven perspective that trying to
mimic the route design decisions from existing bus routes. For each bus, the
proposed model chooses its next station, based on many factors such as current
road network, current heading direction, potential demands of passengers, the
movement of other buses, etc. All such data which can be obtained from AFC
data, fast and easy. This fast and cost-effective method will be served as a
practical tool for transit planners and operators.

1.3

Organization

The goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate the application of AFC data in pub
lic transit field, by presenting data-processing methodologies and mathematical
modeling. The dissertation is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we introduce a data-processing methodology to extract system
level transit information such as travel times, transfer times, crowdedness, etc.
We also visualize the processed data to show the ways to understand them.
In Chapter 3, we identify the spatial and temporal patterns of passengers
from four various population group: regular, students, seniors and passengers
with disabilities. The characteristics and preferences of each group is measured
and described.
In Chapter 4, we develop a model to estimate passenger's route choice prefer
ences as well as their true ODs. The true ODs refers to their actual departing and
arrival locations such as homes and workplaces, which is not directly observable
from AFC data. A case study is presented to show the inference accuracy under
various scenarios.
In Chapter 5, we propose a data-driven modeling approach based on deep
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neural network that learns and predicts the route design decision making process
from existing bus route network. The suggested routes are presented and the
differences between the new and old routes are also discussed.
Chapter 6 summarized the research and describes the potential directions for
future research.

Monitoring Multimodal Travel
Environment Using Automated Fare
Collection Data: Data Processing
and Reliability Analysis

2.1

Introduction

Monitoring and extracting insights from the public transit operation information
in the form of travel times and passenger count, etc., offers potential benefits to
passengers, transit planners and operators. Travelers depend on public transit
system conditions to get to their destinations on time; both travel times and
throughput/ crowdedness of a transit system, and also, the variability of these
quantities are of travelers' concern. Likewise, monitoring and understanding
transit information can help planners and operators deal with emerging issues
in real-time before the issues become serious, improve the network performance
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at the strategic planning and daily operational levels, and inform further refine
ment/redesign solutions en route to building a more reliable transit network
system. In general, the more efficient and stable a transit system is, the higher
quality of service it would normally provide and the higher profit it would
generate.
For the purpose of monitoring a transit travel environment, much effort
has been invested into using various technologies and data collection methods,
including manual onboard recording, surveys, automated passenger counting
(APC), and automated vehicle location (AVL) systems tracked by global position
ing system (GPS) technology. The typically available AVL and APC data usually
capture travel times and waiting times of buses [2, 3, 4]. Even the manually
collected data, often used in the past (i.e., prior to the proliferation AVL/ APC
systems [5]), have found much use in applications. It is also worth noting that
although AVL/ APC system data processing is more cost-effective, the data ex
tracted from these systems tend to mislead analysts into overestimating waiting
times, in particular for buses [6].
Monitoring technologies, such as APC/ AVL systems, manual recording and
surveys, all focus on tracking vehicle (passenger carrier) movements. However,
passenger trajectories (routes) in this case remain hidden. By tracking and
synthesizing travelers' individual data, not only can travelers needs be studied
and modeled in greater detail, but also system-level transit service information
can be extracted and evaluated more accurately.
Automatic Fare Collection (AFC) systems offer a means of obtaining a primary
data source for analysis, or perhaps, a supplementary source (on top of any
existing data); among other things, AFC does allow for tracking individual
passenger trajectories. While the primary function of AFC is fare collection and
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user class validation for different fare rates, AFC also stores travel information
of each user, recorded as time-stamped transactions. These data provide detailed
travel information about transit system users that can potentially be informative
for operators and planners. Due to its size, these use-history-based data must
be efficiently processed to generate system-level information about the travel
environment in reasonable time. In particular, by using AFC data, one can
investigate - per-route and/ or in aggregate -how travel time, transfer time and
number of passengers vary over time, within-a-day, day-to-day, or season-to
season. APC/AVL systems can be supplemented or even replaced by an AFC
system, for the purpose of collecting data about vehicle/passenger travel time,
vehicle idle time, and passenger count per transit system segment.
The information obtained from an AFC system is primed to help us better
assess transit network reliability and improve operating performance [7]. Transit
network reliability is a concept that captures the extent of unexpected increase or
decrease in travel environment measures. It is particularly valuable, considering
the common, incorrect belief that public transportation is always very reliable
[8]. Indeed, unexpected events can affect the operation of transit network quite
severely. For example, traffic accidents, road maintenance and weather are
known to limit the road network throughput. Passenger load variation and staff
operation affect both ground and underground public transportation. A lack of
reliability can undermine the attractiveness of public transit and lead to revenue
losses [9]. This reliability/ unreliability associated with transit network use is
attributed to the innate stochasticity present within transit environments and
traveler agendas.
Traditionally, transit network reliability has multiple aspects, including sys
tem connectivity reliability, travel time reliability, demand reliability and traveler
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behavior reliability. The connectivity reliability [10, 11] refers to situations that
arise when transit links go out of service, and is determined by the infrastructure
conditions (road, track, signal control, etc.) and weather [12]. The second aspect
is travel time reliability [13, 14, 11]: it is quantified as the probability that a given
node pair will field a trip within a given time window. The capacity reliability for
a transport network [15, 9] is defined as the probability that the transit network
can accommodate a certain passenger. The last aspect is behavioral reliability
[16]: this measurement deals with the travelers' (e.g., drivers') attitudes and
responses to unexpected events.
Transit network reliability is often assessed based on the on-time performance
and headway adherence. The on-time performance refers to the percentage of
public transit trips that can be finished within the schedule times. The headway
adherence deals with the regularity of transit vehicle arrivals, compared to the
scheduled headway. Much prior research has addressed the evaluation of these
two measures and their applications. [17] presented a model to empirically
assess the factors affecting the on-time performance in a bus system in Portland,
Oregon. [18] also assessed a bus system performance by using New York City
Transit's definition of on-time performance and service regularity. [19] analyzed
bus system reliability in Chinese cities from three perspectives: punctuality, devi
ation of headways and evenness of headways. Also, on-time performance and
headway adherence indicators were also reported as examples in the Transit Ca
pacity and Quality of Service Manual [20], to illustrate the relationship between
actual degree of reliability of a system and the perceptions of passengers and
operators. [21] introduced the concept of "reliability buffer time", defined as the
difference between then-th percentile and the median of journey times. To put
our work in perspective, note that in what follows, we will assess this variability
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by calculating the inter-quantile range of a journey time distribution.
To recap, the reliability /unreliability of a transit network depends on multiple
factors [22]: driver behavior, schedule (in)flexibility, transit signal priority, route
design, etc. Those aspects will not only help improve transit service, but also,
inform transit reliability models. By using AFC data, we will show to be able
to investigate and understand how travel times, transfer times and number of
passengers vary.
In this chapter, we present the data processing methods to generate stochastic
transit travel environment from AFC data, wherein user-based information is
converted to system-level information. In Section 2.2, we review the literature
related to AFC data use in public transit systems. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 introduce
the objectives and methods of AFC data processing, in application to a case study
of the transit system in Seoul, South Korea. Section 2.5 presents examples of
reliability analyses and congestion detection analyses from the real-world data
we processed.
The contribution of this chapter is thus twofold. First, the chapter presents a
series of comprehensive methods to generate public transit travel environment
based on AFC data. Second, with the extracted travel environment information,
it shows how one can assess how reliable the transit network is, at different time
scales, and how one can search for unusual patterns in these data.
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2.2

AFC Data Use for Understanding Public Transit
Systems

Automated Fare Collection (AFC) systems, often called smart transit card sys
tems, have found use in public transportation systems worldwide. Not only do
AFC systems enable a secure and fast way of fare collection, but also, they offer a
cost-effective way of collecting and monitoring transit user data.
The information most commonly extracted from AFC data is station-to-station
Origin-Destination (OD) travel demand. An extracted OD demand matrix con
tains the information of the transit demand levels, which allows operators and
planners to respond to the system's needs and provide travelers with more
efficient services.
Prior studies developed algorithms to extract and complete the OD informa
tion based on AFC data. The research objectives and methodologies varied over
different reported studies, based on the data availability. Given AFC data with
entry-only information, the researchers have typically focused on inferring the
destination stations by using rule-based approaches [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. [23] came
up with a model to synthesize AFC data based on two simplifying assumptions:
(1) the destination station of a previous transaction is the same as the origin of
the next transaction, and (2) the last destination of the day is the same as the
origin of a first transaction of the same day. [24] inferred the alighting stations
with Chicago AFC data, by adding a third important assumption to deal with
the multi-modal nature of the city's transit environment: there is no private
transportation mode trip mixed in with the public transportation trips. More
over, in the latter work, the destination estimation process also relied on other
data sources, namely automated vehicle location (AVL), automated passenger
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count (APC) and geographic information system (GIS) data. [25] pointed out
that individual trip destinations could also be estimated by looking at similar
trips made by the same card holders, found in the trip history database. Another
modified algorithm that explicitly considers schedule delay for each transaction
[26] was also helpful for researchers to accurately infer transaction destination
within public transit systems.
Once a destination location is obtained (estimated), one can generate a pas
senger trip OD matrix [28]. As such, [29] estimated the bus passenger origin
destination flows using AFC, APC and AVL data. Further, [30] pointed out
the stochastic nature of public transit environment and proposed an integrated
Bayesian statistical inference framework to characterize passenger flow in a
metro system using the appropriately defined random variables.
Besides destination inference and origin-destination flow estimation, one can
employ user-level information captured as AFC data to evaluate system-level
transit network operation, namely to distill users' travel patterns [31, 32, 33],
perform route choice estimation analysis [34, 35, 36], trip purpose inference [37],
travel time analysis and overall transit system reliability assessment [35, 38].
However, few studies utilized AFC data to reconstruct a complete transit en
vironment, which would include the exact consideration of the segment and
hour-to-hour travel times, transfer times and per-segment crowdedness (passen
ger count). In this chapter, we perform such analyses, and also, come up with an
index to measure the transit network reliability for various time and segments.
To summarize, while AFC data have a high potential to feed into analytical
work, there has been limited success among the research and practitioner com
munities in using such data for measuring and monitoring transit environments
from a system-level perspective. This calls for further efforts that can facilitate
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the adoption of the AFC data processing methods as part of a transit system
manager's toolbox. To this end, this chapter presents algorithms to estimate
detailed system-level transit environment information such as travel time, trans
fer time and crowdedness from AFC data. The resulting information can be
used to analyze transit service reliability as well as to understand users' route
choice behavior, either taken alone or (preferably) combined with user trajectory
information.

2.3

Data and Objectives: the Seoul Case

The objectives of our task of reconstructing and analyzing a stochastic multi
modal travel environment include deriving empirical distributions for system
level travel times, transfer times, as well as inferring trip costs and crowdedness
information between every two stations in the transportation network, given a
traveler's boarding time.
We analyze the AFC data from the transit system of Seoul, South Korea. In
South Korea, smart cards have been predominantly used since 2005, with the 70%
or higher use rates in large cities [39]. Especially, the smart card usage is about
80% in Seoul Metropolitan Area. Since around 2010, more than 90% of public
transit passengers choose to use smart cards, and the number of subscribers is
still growing [40].
For our study in this chapter, the AFC data of all the metro and bus routes
within Seoul Metropolitan area are utilized. The stations and routes within the
study area are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. These AFC data consist of 12 weeks
worth of transaction records: one week in each month of year 2013. During
those 12 weeks, the city of Seoul operated 18 metro lines and 11,637 buses over
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936 routes (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2). A total of 1,101,544,931 transactions and
35,978,530 unique smart card IDs are recorded in our dataset. Among those
records, over 1 billion of them, each transaction corresponds to one traveler; each
record contains such information as card ID number, boarding and alighting
stations and times, and route information, among other data (see Table 1 for
more details).
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Information

Description

Transaction Data
PCARD_NO

Passenger Card ID Number

RUN_DEPART_DTIME

Bus Run Departure Date & Time

TRANSP_BIZR-1D

Transportation Operators ID

TRANS-1D

Transaction ID

TRANSP _METHOD_CD

Transportation Method Code

BUS_ROUTE_ID

Bus Routes ID

VEHC-1D

Vehicle ID

PCARD_USER_CLASS_CD

Passenger Card User Class Code

PASGR_NUM

Number of Passengers

RIDE_DTIME

Boarding Date & Time

RIDE_AMT

Boarding Payment Amount

RIDE_5TA-1D

Boarding Station ID

ALIGHT_DTIME

Alighting Date & Time

ALIGHT_AMT

Alighting Payment Amount

ALIGHT -5TA_ID

Alighting Station ID

USE_DIST

Distance (in meters) Card User Travelled

USE_TIME

Time (in seconds) Card User Spent
Table 2.1 : Transaction Data Description

The output of our data extraction task is system-level information, which
comes in two forms : we either extract transit vehicle operation information at
each link the from AFC data (via what is henceforth termed the link-based method),
or aggregate the information of travelers' paths between transit node pairs (via
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what is henceforth termed the path-based method). Since the travel times, transfer
times and crowdedness are changing rapidly over time, they are extracted and
aggregated in reference to the trip start time t.
Before elaborating on the output of our data extraction task, we first present
the terms and notation used throughout the chapter:
• Transaction: a transaction is one record in the AFC database. The information contained in each transaction is listed in Table 2.1.
• Trip: a trip is comprised of a series of transactions along the trip segments
that connect the origin and destination of a traveler. During the time
between two transactions, the traveler has to transfer to another bus or
metro route; these transfers are also part of the trip. Figure 2.3 illustrates
a trip covering eight stations [sa, Sb, sbl, sb2, Sc, Sc1, Sc2, sd]. Each two consecutive stations are adjacent. However, there are only three transactions
in this trip: (sa, sb), (sb, Sc) and

(s c, sd)- sb 1 ,

sb 2, sc1, and Sc2 are called "pass-

through" stations, which refer to the stations between the boarding and
alighting stations corresponding to a transaction. Transaction travel time
and between-transaction transfer time are shown in the graph as well. The
travelers can transfer from metro to bus, bus to metro, or bus to bus up to 5
times for no additional basic fare as long as the transfer time is within 30
minutes. Therefore, the travelers tend to transfer within 30 minutes when
they are on a trip. We assume that a longer-than-30-minutes time-span
between transactions of the same traveler signals the ending of one trip
and the beginning of the next one. The trip travel time is taken to be the
summation of all transaction travel times and transfer times, which are part
of the trip.
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• Origin (0) and Destination (D): we use the first boarding station and the
last alighting station of a trip to represent the origin and destination of this
trip.

Time
TSc-4sr1

for

t ra nsaction 3

Trip

Tst, ➔s,; for

tra nsaction 2
Tra nsfe r

Time(Wsb)
j Segrnent(Link)

Travel Time(T.sa ➔ st, l for
transaction 1

- - <::

Stations

"sr ""....~ ~,~ --,
Pass-through Stations of

transaction 2 and 3
Origin,

Transfer Station,

Transfe r Station,

Boardin g Station of
transaction 1

Alighting Station of
transaction 1,
Boarding Station of
transaction 2

Ali ghting Station of
transaction 2,
Boarding Station of
transaction 3

Destination,
Alightin g Station of
transaction 3

Figure 2.3: Illustration: Components of a Trip
• Segment/Link: a trip segment is the road or railway track between two
directly connected bus or metro stations. The terms "link" and "segment"
are used interchangeably throughout the manuscript.
• Path: a path is a sequence of segments connecting the origin of a trip
with its destination. It is worth mentioning that there are usually multiple
paths connecting the same O and D. The relationship between paths and
segments is shown in Figure 2.4.
• Route: a route is a path connected via a fixed sequence of stations, between
which the bus line or metro (bus/metro) operates. The beginning of a route
is the station where the bus/metro starts to provide its service and the end
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of a route is the station where the service stops (with respect to a given
trip).
• Bus or Metro Run: a bus/metro run is a scheduled bus/metro car sequentially traveling all stations on its route. Usually, the times between two
runs of bus/ metro are scheduled beforehand. Three different bus runs are
illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Bus Route rb 1

Segm e nt(Link )

•
•

*
♦

-

Stations
Transfer Stations
Origin Station
Destination Station
Path 1
Path 2

Figure 2.4: Illustration: Routes and Segments

Time

Bus Run

d3

Bus Run

d2

Bus Run

d 1 """"'= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - ----+

Stations

Sa

Figure 2.5: Illustration: Bus Runs
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The travel time values, denoted by (T51 --, 52 (t), T~~

52

(t) and T~_:;~~(t)), are the

times to travel between a pair of stations s1 and s2 along a specific path; T51 ----, 52 (t)
is the total travel time, and tis the start time of the trip. For a multimodal trip,
T~~ 5 /t) is the time spent on bus (along the respective path), and T~-=;~~(t) is the

time spent on metro (again, along this same path) - to be calculated separately.
Note that since travel times are link additive, the travel time along a path can be
derived by adding up the average travel times for each link along the path (this is
called the link-based method). T51 --, 52 (t) could also be generated by averaging the
travel times of all trips connecting station s 1 and s2 (this is called the path-based
method).
Transfer time W51 --, 52 (t) is the total time taken to transfer between bus/metro
stations s 1 and s2 along a path, for trip start time t. Recall that a transfer is
assumed to take less than 30 minutes - indeed, it is often the case in practice.
Crowdedness is denoted by L51 --, 52 (t). Specifically, the two quantities Lf~~ 5 /t)
and L~::f~ (t) are for bus and metro, respectively, computed as the number of
passengers averaged over all the (multi-modal) segments that are part of the
transit path. Again, recall that a segment (or link) is defined to provide a direct
connection between two adjacent stations.
Travel cost C51 --, 52 (t) is the amount of money that a passenger needs to spend
to travel between two transit nodes s 1 and s2, beginning the trip at time t. Note
that the number of transfers N51 --, 5 z{t) becomes fixed, once a specific path has
been chosen by the traveler.
Number of transfers N51 --, 52 is the number of interruptions, or events where
the passenger switches between travel modes or buses, to travel from s1 to s2
along the chosen path.
With the key pieces of notation and terminology set, we are now ready to
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describe the specific data processing methods and algorithms.

2.4

Methods

We present two methods to extract system-level travel information. The first one
is referred as link-based method. It requires us to extract link-level information,
and then, add the numbers for link-additive variables. The advantage of the link
based method is that the times for all possible of paths can thereafter be calculated
via simple summation operations. The other method we describe is called
the path-based method, which is helpful for exploring more transit information,
including transfer time and number of transfers. However, using the latter
method, no information can be generated (extracted) for a path never traveled
by anyone per the AFC records; this is a typical case for non-peak time windows
and suburban area trips.

2.4.1

Link-based Method

The link-based data processing method focuses on assessing the aggregate-level
travel time and crowdedness for any pair of directly connected stations; recall
that such a direct connection is called "link" or "segment". The link-based
method relies on schedules and length of travel of vehicles, namely buses and
metro cars. Based on the observations of recorded trips, segment level travel
time and crowdedness are extracted and stored; this method, however, cannot
be used to calculate transfer time or travel cost.
Two algorithms are presented here for bus and metro AFC data, respec
tively. Algorithm 1 extracts bus departure/ arrival time and number of board-
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ing/ alighting passengers at each station. The travel time and crowdedness for
travel between a given pair of nodes can then be calculated by combining the
segment level information accordingly. Algorithm 2 is designed for metro trans
actions. The boarding and alighting times for metro transactions are the times
that the users (travelers) enter and leave the gates of metro stations. Note that
travelers are free to change routes without leaving metro stations. Therefore, in
Algorithm 2, in order to track the exact vehicles that passengers take, we need
an extra pre-processing step to estimate the vehicle arrival/ departure times by
disaggregating metro transactions into route level.
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Notation

Description

R,

AFC records with unique identifier r

N

Card ID

r

Record unique identifier

sh

Boarding station

Sa

Alighting station

th

Boarding time

ta

Alighting time

d

bus run identifier

p

Number of passenger using the card

Bd s

Set of boarding time at stations for bus d

Ad s

Set of alighting time at station s for bus d

Pt

Set of number of boarding passengers at station s for bus d

pa

Set of number of alighting passengers at station s for bus d

bd s

Boarding time at stations for bus d

ad,s

Alighting time at stations for bus d

'

'

'

d,s
'

Td ,s---+s+l
Id s
'

Pd,s---+s+l

Travel time for bus d from stations to s+ 1
Idle time for bus d at stations
Number of passengers for bus d from stations to s+ 1
Table 2.2: Notation for AFC Data and Algorithm 1

In Algorithm 1, each record (R,) from bus AFC data (Rbus) contains the
following information: card ID (N), record ID (r), boarding station (sh), alighting
station (sa), boarding time (th), alighting time (ta), bus run identifier (D), and
number of passengers boarding/ alighting (P). It is worth mentioning that the
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bus run identifier is generated by combining the bus vehicle ID (VEHC_ID),
route ID (BUS_ROUTE_ID) and the departure time (RUN_DEPART_DTIME),
as found in the AFC data. For clarity, all the notations used in Algorithm 1 are
listed in Table 2.2. The algorithm's steps are summarized as follows.
Step 1: Generate boarding/alight sets. Go through bus AFC records one by
one, and for every record having bus run D the same as a specific bus run d
and the boarding station sh the same as a specific stations, put the respective
boarding time th into set Bd,s , alighting time ta into set Ad,s, boarding passengers
Pinto set Pt, alighting passenger to set P3,s.
Step 2: Estimate departure and arrival times for each bus run and at each
station. The aggregated (averaged) travelers' alighting and boarding times can
serve as an approximation of the actual bus arrival and departure times. An
estimator for the departure time (bd,s ) for a bus run can be taken as the average
value over all the boarding times (Avg(Bd,s )), or the last recorded boarding time
(Max(Bd,s )), or, e.g., the 80% percentile value among the recorded boarding times
(80% percentile in Bd,s ) at a given station. Similarly, we can find estimators for
arrival time (Ad,s )Step 3: Calculate bus travel times and idle times. Link-level bus travel
times are generated in this step. The travel time for bus run don the segment
connecting stations s and s + 1 is Td,s-+s+1 . This travel time for bus run d is the
difference between the departure time bd,s at stations and arrival time ad,s+l at
station s + 1. Then we can use the link-additive approach to calculating the travel
time between two stations s and s + i. It is worth mentioning that, because the
instances of travel along some of the combined links (s

-----f

s + i) may be directly

observed in the AFC dataset, the calculation of Td,s-+s+i can be conducted directly
for a number of paths in the travel environment: we refer to this approach as the
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"Modified Link-Based" method in later sections.
The idle time for bus run d (time spent loading/unloading at stations) is
found as the difference between the departure time (bd,s ) and arrival time (ad ,s )
at s.
Step 4: Evaluate crowdedness. This step is to find the number of passengers
(Pd,s-+s+i)

traveling on each segments

-----f

s + 1 for bus run d. This passenger

count is also called "crowdedness". For bus run d beginning at stations, the
number of boarding passengers

Pf,

5

is the sum of all values in set

Pt, while

the number of alighting passengers

Pfsis the sum of all values in set P3,s. The

number of passengers on segments

-----f

over

Pf,

5

and the sum over

s + 1 is the difference between the sum

Pfs.

In summary, the arrival times, departure times and passenger numbers at
each station (obtained as described above) provide enough knowledge for us to
infer the segment-level travel times and levels of service, to enable the estimation
of those quantities for any path (i.e., between any two stations, which are not
necessarily directly connected).
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Algorithm 1 (link-based, applicable to bus transactions, calculating travel time
and crowdedness)
Require: Bus AFC Data:Rbus = {Rr(N, r, sh, sa, th, ta, D, P)}
1:

Generate Boarding/Alighting Sets:

Bd,s = Bd,s U {th}, where D = d and sh= s
Ad,s = Ad,s U {ta}, where D = d and Sa= s

Pt= Pt U {P}, where D = d and sb = s
pad,s = pbd,s U { P}, where D = d and sa = s
2:

Estimated Departure and Arrival Times for Each Bus Run at Each Station:
bd,s={Avg(Bd,s ) or Max(Bd,s ) or 80% Percentile Value in Bd,s }
ad,s={Avg(Ad,s ) or Min(Ad,s ) or 20% Percentile Value in Ad,s }

3:

Calculate Bus Travel Times and Idle Times:

4:

Calculate Crowdedness:
PJ,s = [:Pt

pd,s
A = [:Pad,s
PJ 5 total = Cumulative Sum of all boarding passengers { PJ J on the segments
''

'

from the first station of this run to stations
Pf5 total = Cumulative Sum of all alighting passengers { PfJ on the segments
''

'

from the first station of this run to stations
Pd,s-+s+1 = PJ, s, total - Pfs
, , total

Algorithm 1 is not applicable for metro transaction processing because metro
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transactions do not contain any vehicle information. The travelers only swipe
their cards at the gates of in- and out-bound metro stations; therefore, neither
vehicle information nor transfer information of metro trips are recorded.
Algorithm 2 is developed to disaggregate metro transactions and estimate
the possible metro vehicle utilization. Since we already know the origin and destination of each travelers metro trip, then by considering the possible segments
and vehicles he/she has taken, we then are able to estimate the link level metro
travel time and crowdedness, in line with the logic of Algorithm 1. To this end,
Algorithm 2 proceeds in three steps, as follows.
Algorithm 2 (link-based, applicable for metro transactions, calculating travel
time and crowdedness)
Require: Metro AFC Data:Rmetro = {Rr(N, r, Sb, Sa, th, ta, P)}
1:

Generate the shortest path for every two metro nodes, based on metro
time schedule table

2:

Breakdown transactions based on the shortest path:
For each Rr(N, r, sh, sa, th, ta, P), decompose it into segments, proportionately
based on the shortest path
Rr(N, r, sh, Sa, th, ta, P)

3:

----f

Rr,1 (N, r1, sf, sf, tf, tf, P), ... , Rr,n(N, rn, s~, s~, t~, t~, P)

Calculate Crowdedness based on Algorithm 1

Step 1: For each metro AFC record Rr(N, r, sh, sa, th, ta, P), we first find the
shortest path using the available metro time table and applying the Dijkstra's
shortest paths algorithm [41].
Step 2: Divide each record
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into segment-level records

The segment-level travel time should be proportional to the travel time along the
shortest path. Then, each segment record is assigned to a metro run identifier D.
During this assignment, a 3-minute time gap is assumed at the first origin/last
destination station, or for any transfer that a metro passenger does.
Step 3: Once the metro run identifier D is assigned to the segment-level

metro records, we apply Algorithm 1 to calculate metro link-level travel times
and levels of service.

2.4.2

Path-based Method

For each transaction record, there is only one boarding station and one alighting
station. However, a traveler sometimes creates multiple transactions en route to
their final destination. In this data processing method, if the same traveler takes
the next bus or metro car within 30 minutes or less of the previous transaction,
then the next transaction is considered a continuation of their trip. Note that
this is exactly how the "transit system" defines a trip: those travelers who take
bus/metro within 30 minutes of the last swipe of their smart card are eligible for
a fare discount.
Therefore, if a traveler has not reached their final destination in a single trip
segment, then they will try to transfer within this 30-minute time gap. In this
case, the time spent in transfer from the previous transaction destination to the
next transaction origin adds to the transfer time of the trip, denoted by (W).
Recall also, that a total amount of time to finish the whole trip is called trip travel
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time (T).

If a given trip has the same origin and destination as the path we are interested
in, then the trip information can be directly used for extracting the path travel
information.
The developed Algorithm 3 generates full trip information and aggregates it
into the system-level path information. The entire AFC record dataset (R) is the input into this algorithm. Each AFC record (Rr) contains the following information:
card ID (N), record ID (r), boarding station (sh), alighting station (sa), boarding
time (th), alighting time (ta), the number of passengers boarding/ alighting (P)
and travel cost (F) for this transaction. Algorithm 3 is comprised of eight steps,
as follows.
Step 1: Sort records by card number and boarding time. All the records
having the same card ID N, based on the boarding time (th), are to be ordered in
an ascending order o.
Step 2: Find the "previous" and "next" transfer times for each transaction.
The transfer times between the records, corresponding to the same trips, are
computed. For the records having the same card ID N, the transfer time between
each previous alighting station (s~_ 1 ) and current boarding station (s~) is denoted
by B0 • The transfer time between the current alighting station (s~) and next
boarding station (s~+ 1 ) is denoted by A 0 • Note that for the first transaction,
the value of B0 is set to infinity, as is the value of A 0 for the last transaction
of a trip. Now, for the records having the same card ID N, it is updated to
R0 (N, r, s~, s~, t~, t~, Pa, F0 , Ba, Ao)-

Step 3: Exclude outliers. In this step, we weed out the outliers - the records
that turn out to have a negative transfer times (indicating data entry errors), - if
any.
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Step 4: Generate transaction category. Using the computed transfer times
B0 and A 0 , we now see whether any given transaction is an isolated single record,

or a starting/continuing record. If there is no travel information recorded within
the previous 30 minutes (B 0 > 30 min) and within the next 30 minutes (A 0 > 30
min) of this transaction, it is labeled as a "single-transaction trip" (C0 = "single
transaction trip"). Conversely, if there is no transaction recorded within the
previous 30 minutes (B 0 > 30 min) but there is a transaction within the following
30 minutes (A 0 < 30 min) of this transaction, then it is labeled as "Initial" (C0 =
"Initial"). If there is a transaction recorded within the previous 30 minutes (B 0

< 30 min) but there is no transaction within the following 30 minutes (A 0 > 30
min) of this transaction, then it is labeled as "Stop" (C0 = "Stop"). Finally, if there
is a transaction recorded within the previous 30 minutes (B 0 < 30 min) and there
is a transaction within the following 30 minutes (A 0 < 30 min) of this transaction,
then it is labeled as "Transfer" (C 0 = "Transfer").

Step 5: Identify trips and single-transaction trips. By combining different
transaction categories, labeled in Step 4, three types of trips are extracted: "initial
transfer-stop, "initial-stop, and "single-transaction trip. For each type of trip, the
number of passengers is calculated as the average number of passengers over all
the transactions, while the travel costs and transfer times are generated by adding
up the travel costs and transfer times over all the transactions, respectively.
The records having the same card ID N are denoted by

Here, the variables with subscript m are the ones extracted from the "Initial"
transactions, the variables with subscript k are the ones extracted from the
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"Stop" transactions, and the variables with subscripts m + 1, ... , k - 1 are the ones
extracted from the "Transfer" transactions.
Step 6: Generate trip travel times. The travel time of a trip between boarding
station s~ and alighting station sic is found as the difference between the boarding
time at stations~ (t~) and alighting time (t~) at stations~. The path travel time
is the average of the trip travel times, over all such trips beginning at the same
hour.
Step 7: Generate trip transfer times. The transfer time of a trip between
boarding station s~ and alighting station sic is found as the sum of all transfer
times taken between transactions (W5 ~-+sk = L,~=m+l B0 , or L,~:;~ A 0 ). Path transfer time is the average trip transfer time, over all such trips beginning at the same
hour.
Step 8: Generate travel fare costs. The travel cost of a trip between boarding
station s~ and alighting station sic is found as the sum of the transfer costs of all
transactions (F5 b-, 5a = L,~=m F0 ). Path travel cost is the average trip travel cost
1

k

over all such trips beginning at the same hour.
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Notation

Description

F

Travel fare cost

Ba

Transfer time before this transaction

Ao

Transfer time after this transaction

Ca

Transaction category

Tst-+sZ

Travel time for trip from station st to sic

Wst-+sk

Transfer time for trip from station st to sic

Fs~ ➔ si

Travel fare cost for trip from station st to

FindHour()

Function to return the hour of the day

sic

Table 2.3: A Summary of Notations Used in Algorithm 3
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Algorithm 3 (path-based, applicable to all transactions, calculating travel time,
transfer time, and travel fare cost)
Require: AFCData : R = {Rr(N, r, sh, sa, tb, ta, P, F)}
1: Sort Records by Card Number (N) and Boarding Time (th)

New Data: R = {R 0 (N,r,sg,s~,tg,t~ P0 ,F0 ),N = 1,2,3... }, where o is the
1

ascending order of all the transactions for the same card
2:

Generate previous and next transfer time for each transaction
For each R0 (N, r, sg, s~, tg, t~, D 0 , P0 ), N = 1, 2, 3 ...
if o = 1, B0 = inf;
if o reaches its maximum for N=l,2,3..., then A 0 = inf;
else B0 = tg - t~_ 1 , Ao = t~+l - t~;
New Data: R = { R0 (N, r, sg, s~, tg, t~, P0 , F0 , B0 , A 0 ), N = 1, 2, 3 ... }

3:

Exclude Outliers
Transactions will be excluded if B0 < 0 min or A 0 < 0 min

4:

Generate Transaction Category
if B0 > 30 min and A 0 < 30 min, C0 = Initial;
if B0 < 30 min and A 0 < 30 min, C0 = Transfer;
if B0 < 30 min and A 0 > 30 min, C0 = Stop;
if B0 > 30 min and A 0 > 30 min, C0 = SingleTrip;
New Data: R = { R0 (N, r, sg, s~, tg, t~, P0 , F0 , B0 , A 0 , C0 ), N = 1, 2, 3 ... }

5:

Identify Trips and single-transaction trips
Now we are able to identify trips by merging the transactions.
The three types of trips are:
and "single-transaction trip.

"initial-transfer-stop",

"initial-stop,

New Data of trips will be R

=

{ Ra(N, S~, Sic' t~, t1c, k~m L~=m Pa, L~=m Fa, L~=m+l Ba, L~:;~ Ao), N = 1, 2, 3 ... }

where o = m is the initial transaction, o = m + 1, ... , k - 1 are the transfer
transactions, and o = k is the stop transaction.
For single-transaction trips, m = k.
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Algorithm 3, Cont'd (path-based, applicable to all transactions, calculating
travel time, transfer time, and travel fare cost)
6:

Generate Trip Travel Times

For this trip between two stations, s~ and sfc1 we compute the travel time

= tk - t~

Tsb --,sa
m

k

To compute T as a function of the departure time at origin station s~, for
every hour H, TH ,m
sb --,sak = Avg(THs.
FindHour(tbrn )<H+l ,m
sb --,sak ).
- ..: : :
7:

Generate Trip Transfer Times
w sb --,sa

k

m

= L~=m+l Ba or L ~=-~ Ao. Note that L ~=m+l B a is equal to L ~=-~ A o.

To compute W as a function of the departure time at origin station s~, for
every hour H, WH,sfn-+s,; = Avg(WH:S;FindHour(tfn )<H+l ,s?,,-+sk ).
8:

Generate Travel Fare Cost
Fsb --,sa
l

k

= L~=m Fa

F is only related to the distance betweens~ and

sk, and to the type of a transit

card. Therefore, the fare amount does not change over time.

2.4.3

Summary: Link-based, Modified Link-based and Path-based
Methods

In order to generate the complete system-level travel information, we employ
both the link-based method and path-based method.
Since the data extracted from the link-based method are link-additive, this
method is extremely useful for producing the travel time and crowdedness
estimates. Sometimes, when a particular traveler's path is found to be used for
travel along a given route, then instead of adding up all the link travel times,
we can think of this path (observed in its entirety in the AFC data) as being
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one "long link", and obtain this "long link" travel time simply by calculating
the time difference between the path origin and destination. We call this the

"Modified link-based method". This method only requires the departure and arrival
time of boarding and alighting stations of this respective "long link", while the
arrival/ departure times for the in-between stations remain unknown.
As the link-based method does not offer any information about the transfer
times and travel cost, the path-based method is still necessary to obtain the complete
path travel information. Besides, the path travel times generated by the path
based method can serve as a validation for the results returned by its counterpart,
i.e., generated by the link-based method.
The outputs of our three methods are quite unique: the link-based method
is good for estimating the travel times and crowdedness; the modified link
based method is good for calculating the specific travel times only; and the
path-based method is good for generating travel times, transfer times and travel
costs. The number of transfers can be inferred using either of the above-presented
algorithms. To do so, one can count the number of transfers within the link
addition steps in the link-based method, or within the trip-generation steps in
the path-based method, respectively.
Link-based Method

Modified Link-based Method

Path-based Method

Travel Time

Yes

Yes

Yes

Transfer Time

No

No

Yes

Travel Cost

No

No

Yes

Crowdedness

Yes

No

No

Number of Transfers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 2.4: Path Information Generated by Link-based, Modified Link-based
Method, and Path-based Method
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Figure 2.6 provides an illustrative example of input data to run the three
calculation methods described above. On the map excerpt of the figure, the
stations A-E are located along the same bus route, with d1 through d5 denoting
five bus runs that occur around the same time (e.g., within one hour of the
morning peak hours) between these stations.
In the following illustration, sa, sb, sc, sd, se are five consecutive stations, d1
to ds are five bus runs and R1, R2 are two transactions from AFC data. Nodes
represents the actual visit of each run of bus or travel of passenger. The travel time
between stations sa and se will be first calculated by using the link-based method,
then the modified link-based method, and finally, the path-based method.

l

l I

•

•

•

ds

Figure 2.6: Data Excerpt for Illustrating Travel Time Calculation

In executing the link-based method, we first calculate the average travel times
for links between each two stations. The travel time along (sa, sb) can be found
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by averaging the observations of the times for bus runs d1, d3 and d4. The travel
time along (sh, sc) can be found by averaging the observations of the times for
bus runs d1 and d3 . The travel time along (sc, sd) can be estimated from only one
observed run, d1 . Finally, the travel time along (sd, se) can be found by averaging
the observations of the times for bus runs d1, d2 and d3. By adding up all the
link-based average travel time estimates, one can evaluate a total travel time
between sa andse.
For a bus with no passengers to be dropped off or picked up, finding the
departure and arrival times for all links may be a hard task. This is where a
modified link-based method for calculate travel times is in order. This modified
method only requires the departure time at sa and arrival time at se: now one can
look up the sa to se travel times for runs d1, d3 and ds, and average them.
Finally, the path-based method uses individual AFC records, instead of aggregated bus run information. With records R1 and R2 available, R1 can inform
the sa to se travel time estimation directly (other records, where travel also occurs
directly between stations sa to se, will improve this estimate further).

2.5

Illustrative Examples

In this section, we discuss the insights extracted about the Seoul transit system
using our methods: at the link-, path- and system-levels. We compare the
methods, and summarize their advantages and drawbacks. A modified-link
based method is then introduced in the following section. By evaluating the
travel times and/ or crowdedness at each level, we are able to develop and
compute a reliability index - called hereafter IQR (for Inter-Quantile Range) and use it to identify the reliable/unreliable route segments and paths.
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Specifically, this illustrative analysis case focuses on Bus Route 0017, passing
through the Seoul downtown area, on the north side of Han River. There are 42
stations on this loop route. It passes through two metro stations (Hyochang Park
and Yongsan Station), six schools, several businesses and residential areas.

2.5.1

Link-level Travel Time, Crowdedness and Reliability

The travel time and level of service values along different links become available
and can be compared after an application of Algorithm 1 on route 0017 (Route
ID:11110897). We take the 12 th route segment as an example to show how link
travel time and crowdedness values are changing from over the time of a day.
This segment is found between stations Yongsan Underground Passage and
Yongsan Station Exit 3, marked red in Figure 2.7.
~
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Figure 2.7: Location of Bus Route 0017 and Segment 12 (Source: map.naver.com)

2.5.1.1

By Time/Hour of Day

During weekdays, the morning peak hours feature lower travel times than the
afternoon peak hours do. Peak hour travel times have higher values than nonpeak hours. (Figure 2.8).
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As for the crowdedness, the afternoon peak hours turn out to be the most
crowded times, followed by the morning peak hours, and then, non-peak hours
(Figure 2.9). To be precise, the morning peak hours and afternoon peak hours
are defined to span the time periods 7-9 AM and 5-7 PM, respectively, and the
calculation is based on the starting hour of traveling this 12 th segment. The box
plots in Figures 2.10 and 2.11 illustrate this hourly trend of the travel time and
crowdedness fluctuation more clearly.
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Figure 2.8: Travel Time by Time of Day
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Figure 2.9: Crowdedness by Time of Day
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Boxplot of Average Travel Time for
Bus Line 11110897 Segment 12
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Figure 2.10: Travel Time by Hour of Day
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Figure 2.11 : Crowdedness by Hour of Day

2.5.1.2

By Segments

As shown in Figure 2.12, the segment travel times on bus route 17 vary proportional to their lengths. Therefore, to compare the segments, we rescale the travel
times as follows,

yr •(t) = TD ,i(t) - Min(TD,i(t))
D,z

Median(T D,i(t))

.

(2.1)

For each bus run D, we calculate the travel time spent in passing through
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every segment i, denoted by TD,i(t) . The rescaled segment travel time is then obtained, denoted by Tb)t). The minimum and median travel times are calculated
within each TD,i (t) group with the same values of D and i.
Each box in Figure 2.13 represents the difference between the first and third
quartiles, and this difference is defined as the Interquartile range, abbreviated
IQR. IQR signals the stability (robustness) of the travel times evaluated for each
segment. The lower the IQR, the more reliable the derived average travel time
estimate is. Based on Figure 2.13, Segment 7 is identified as the most stable one,
and segment 15 is identified as the least stable in terms of travel time reliability.
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Figure 2.12: Travel Time by Segment Order
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Boxplot of Rescaled Travel Time for
Bus Line 11110897 Segments
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Figure 2.13: Rescaled Travel Time by Segment Order

The per-segment levels of service also vary. Figure 2.14 shows the crowdedness values for every segment of route 0017.
Boxplot of Crowdedness for
Bus Line 11110897 Segments
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Figure 2.14: Crowdedness by Segment Order

By plotting the travel time IQR and the hour of day, we find that the travel
times are usually more unreliable (variable) during daytime: e.g., see this for
segment 12 and segment 13. However, for some segments, it may be steady
throughout the entire day: such is the case with segment 4. We can see that
the travel time reliability is decided both by the traffic conditions and segment
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locations. The travel times for most of the segments are fairly reliable even
during peak hours.
On the other hand, the reliability of crowdedness shows a double peak pattern
for most of the segments: the number of passengers is most unreliable during
the morning and afternoon peak hours.
Distribution of Travel Time IQR, Segment Level
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Figure 2.15: Travel Time IQR and Hour of Day
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Figure 2.16: Crowdedness IQR as a Function of Hour of Day
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2.5.2

Path-level Information and Reliability

The link-based, modified link-based and path-based methods are all capable of
generating travel time estimates for any given paths. Link-based method and
modified-link based method both use bus run information, however, path-based
method uses AFC transaction data directly. In order to illustrate the differences
in their output, the travel time between station 72983 (Cheongshim) and 8599
(Yongsan Station Exit 3) was evaluated using the three methods. This path under
investigation consists of 9 bus segments and 10 stations on the same bus route
0017.
For the link-based method, the first step is to add all bus travel times and
idle times for those 9 segments for each bus run. Then, the 12:30 bus run that
has the travel time information recorded for all 9 segments is aggregated. For
the path-based method, 4969 trip observations were extracted, with all of them
having station 72983 and station 8599 as their origin and destination stations,
respectively.
G1 0011
l!i.'i- - «&'-i-iJ~~~Ottt.!.
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Figure 2.17: The map of the path between station Cheongshim and Yongsan
Station Exit 3 on Bus Route 0017 (Source: map.naver.com)

Figure 2.18 shows the difference between the travel time values obtained
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using link-based,modified link-based method, and path-based method. Link
based method is: calculating all link-level travel times, and then, adding them up
to get the path travel time (this output is shown in red in the output plot). Please
notice that all the segment travel time must come from the same bus run. In
order to represent the variability in the travel time, we use a box plot. Modified
link-based method is: finding the departure time at station 72983 and the arrival
time at station 8599 and then taking the difference (this output is shown in green
in the output plot). Path-based method is: extracting transactions contain station
72983 as boarding station and station 8599 as alighting station, finding the travel
time of those transactions and then taking average of them (this output is shown
in blue in the output plot). Observe that all the methods return a similar range
for the travel time for this path. However, since we always begin by finding all
the segments' travel times, the first way of applying the link method turns out
to rely on a smaller number of observations, which affects the resulting range
and accuracy of the output. To recap, the obtained results confirm that both the
algorithms have merit but reveal that each method's accuracy depends on the
volume of the data that it can exploit.
Figure 2.18 shows that there are differences among the IQR values obtained
from above three methods, on the same time of day. The reason for this is that
the transaction data used in three methods are not the same. The link-based
method will average all the travel times for a link and all the average numbers
will be added up. The path-based method will only use the transaction data with
the same origin and destination of this "path". Figure 2.18 also shows there may
be a positive correlation in travel times during afternoon peak hour (low IQR,
suggesting the travel times are close). Possible reasons include consistent traffic
conditions. On the other hand, there may be a negative correlation in travel
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times during morning peak hour or non-peak hour. Possible reasons include
inconsistent traffic conditions or uneven headway of bus runs.
There are also limitations of our proposed methods. The most obvious one is
that the extracted bus time table (including arrival and departure time of each
station) is heavily based on passengers' card-swiping behaviors. If passengers
tend to swipe their cards long before the arrival or long after the departure,
the extracted time table will be inaccurate, especially when there are only few
boarding/alighting passengers on that station.
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Figure 2.18: Comparison of the Link- and Path-based Outputs by Time of Day

2.5.3

System-level Segment Reliability Analysis

By visualizing the rescaled travel times for each route link on a box plot, we
assess the reliability of the links, by looking at the travel times' IQR.
The larger the IQR is, the lower reliability that link has. The maps below
show the segment level IQR for the bus segments at different times of day. The
green segments exhibit smaller IQR (indicated as "Low" in the legend), which
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means that these segments have stable travel times during weekdays irrespective
of time of day. The red segments are the ones with high IQR value (indicated as
"High" in the legend), representing the travel time on those segments are more
unstable. Same color indicates the same level of IQR in Figure 2.19 (a), (c) and
(e). Similar representation for average speed at segment level are used in Figure
2.19 (b), (d) and (f).
Based on the map, we see that most of the unstable segments are usually in
the Central Business District (CBD), or the residential center of Seoul. The travel
time for most segments is unstable during the non-peak hours, compared to
the peak hours. Obviously, travel time stability for buses does not necessarily
imply efficiency, i.e., lower travel times. For example, despite a stable travel time
during the afternoon peak hours, the vehicle speed at that time is lower than
at other times (Figure 2.19, (c) and (d)). On the contrary, overall, the IQR and
vehicle speed are both higher during the non-peak hours.(Figure 2.19, (e) and
(f)) Figure 2.20 clearly illustrates the difference between the patterns observed at
different times of day. A road segment in green signals that its non-peak hour bus
travel speed is higher than the corresponding peak hour speed. A red segment,
on the other hand, signals that its non-peak hour bus travel speed is lower than
the corresponding peak hour speed. A yellow segment signals that its non-peak
hour travel speed lies in between the two peak hour extremes. As we can see
from the plots, most of the segments are in green, which shows that although the
peak hour bus travel time IQR is low (signaling reliable travel times), the travel
speed on those segments is also low. In short, during peak hours, the bus system
of Seoul is congested but reliable.
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Figure 2.19: Travel Time and IQR of Bus Segments in Seoul
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Figure 2.20: Comparison between Non-peak Hour and Peak Hour Travel Speed

2.5.4

Monitoring System-level Congestion

Monitoring the congestion of transit system is important to the operators and
planners of transit agency. In this section, we propose a methodology of using
obtained AFC data to identify the congested road segments and the congested
road clusters. By identifying and visualizing the segments and clusters on the
map, transportation practitioners can easily identify the congested area and
propose mitigation strategy accordingly.
Input Data: Processed AFC data. For different time of day t={MP (Morn-

ing Peak), AP (Afternoon Peak), NP (Non-peak)}, we have an edge-weighted
dynamic network Gd,t = (V, E, Wd,t = {w},t, w~,t' ... , WJ,t} ), where Vis the set of
vertices (stations), Eis the set of edges (route segments), and wd,t is the corresponding weight (route segment travel time) for edge e = 1, 2, ... , E and time of
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day t={MP,AP,NP} on day d = 1,2, .., D.
Step 1: Pick out the congested road segments by date (d) and time of day
(t). We denote the 98th percentile value of set

Wf

= {wf t' w2t' ... , wD t} as p,

'

'

value Pi for edge eat t. For a specific day d and time of day t, in network Gd,t,
edge e will be identified as a congested edge if wd,t 2 Pi . We use 98% as a cutoff
value because our focus is on the highly congested clusters - the ones signaling
traffic jams that need to be dealt with immediately. Below, other parameters of
this methods are decided in consideration of the same reason.
Step 2: Identify the congested clusters by date (d) and time of day (t). Using

DBSCAN clustering algorithm [42], we can identify the congested clusters based
on the congested segments obtained from Step 1. For dated = 1, 2, ... , D and
time of day t={MP, AP, NP}, we have Gd,t = (V, E, Wd,t · For all congested
segments E in the graphGd,t, starting from any congested segment, as long as its
5 mile neighborhood (that means, the radius parameter of DBSCAN, €, is 5 mile)
contains 2 or more other congested segments (the other parameter of DBSCAN,
minimum number of points required to form a dense region, MinPt, is 3), these
congested segment will be identified in one cluster. Repeat this step for all the
points. The noise points are identified as isolated congested segments or the
segments located in a low density area. In this step, to constraint the size of a
cluster, we only identify the cluster generated from DBSCAN that contains 20 or
more congested segments as a congested cluster.
In comparison to other clustering methods, DBSCAN has its own advantages:
1. Researchers don't have to pre-define the number of congested clusters before

performing the clustering analysis. 2. The shape of cluster is merely depend on
the algorithm parameters, and this is realistic: the cluster may be along a traffic
corridor, around an special event, etc. 3. DBSCAN can detect noise segment,
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which is defined as the ones in the low density area. 4. The clustering result is
only sensitive to the algorithm parameters, and insensitive to other algorithm
settings, such as the order or processing all the segments.
Step 3: Cluster visualization. In the final step, we visualize all the clusters

on the map and showed them as a day to day animation, to help the trans
portation practitioners identify road congestion, seek reasons and come up with
solutions. Kernel density of the clusters are also visualized on the map. It is a
non-parametric density estimation method and the estimated density are added
to the map as a red layer: the more red it is, the higher the cluster density.
The processed AFC data we have are the travel time data for all bus route
segments in Seoul over the year 2013. There are 12 weeks recorded, one week
per month. We assume the roads are more congested during weekdays, so we
only monitored and visualized all the weekdays during these 12 weeks, hence,
we have data for 60 days (5 days a week * 1 week per month * 12 months = 60
days in total). In the Seoul metropolitan area, there are 18234 road segments on
which buses are operated.
After performing the above Step 1, the number of identified congested road
segments are listed in Table 2.5 for each time of day over this 60 weekday period.
On average, for each day, more roads are congested in non-peak hour. However,
during the peak hours, the max(min) number of congested road segments are
higher(lower) than the non-peak hours, that means, extreme cases (i.e. severe
congested road condition) are more easily happen during peak hours.
After performing Step 2, the descriptive analysis of congested segments in
clusters and the congested clusters are listed in Table 2.5. On average, there
are around 26, 32 and 34 congested segments per day during morning peak,
afternoon peak and non-peak hours. Most of the days does not have congested
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cluster at all, but for the traffic-busy days, it could have as many as 8 congested
clusters spreading out the whole city.
Time of Day
Morning Peak

Afternoon Peak

Non-peak

Data Description
Total (60 days)
Extracted Congested Segments
7849
Extracted Congested Segments in Clusters
1587
Congested Clusters
36
10383
Extracted Congested Segments
Extracted Congested Segments in Clusters
1894
Congested Clusters
46
Extracted Congested Segments
11807
Extracted Congested Segments in Clusters
2041
Congested Clusters
48

Number per day

130.82
26.45
0.60
173.05
31.57
0.77
196.78
34.02
0.80

Max

Min

675
46
536
0
80
688
69
496
0
7
0
532
91
289
0
6
0

Standard Deviation

75th Percentile

50th Percentile

25th Percentile

109.91
89.42
1.53
101.53
74.06
1.33
92.20
63.81
1.41

124
21.25
1
194
29
1
226
41.25
1

94
0
0
141
0
0
164
0
0

80
0
0
112
0
0
138
0
0

Table 2.5: Descriptive Statistics for Congested Segments
The cluster pattern varies for each month at different time of day. Many
statistics can be extracted from the result to monitor and evaluate the road
congestion. For example, the number of days with congested clusters for each
month, and the number of congested clusters on those days are listed in Table
2.6. During morning peak hour, although there are three days showed congested
clusters in March, but the number of clusters and the cluster size are small.
However, during September, only two day showed congestion but the number
of cluster and the cluster size are relatively large. In general, both the number of
days and the number/ size of clusters need to be taken into consideration when
we are dealing with road congestion condition for different months.
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N umber of D ays

N umber of Clusters each day
(M,Tu,W,Th,F)

w ith Congested Clusters
Month

MP

AP

NP

Jan

0

1

0

Feb

1

2

3

MP

AP

NP

0,0,0,0,0

0,0,1,0,0

0,0,0,0,0

8,0,0,0,0

3,0,0,0,2

6,1,0,0,3

Mar

3

0

0

1,0,1,1,0

0,0,0,0,0

0,0,0,0,0

Ap r

1

2

2

0,0,0,1,0

0,0,1,1,0

0,0,0,1,1

May

1

4

4

0,0,0,0,1

1,0,1,2,1

0,1,1,1,6

Jun

2

3

1

1,0,2,0,0

1,2,1,0,0

0,2,0,0,0

Jul

1

2

2

2,0,0,0,0

0,1,0,0,1

3,0,0,0,1

Aug

0

4

3

0,0,0,0,0

1,0,3,1,1

1,0,2,3,0

Sep

2

2

4

0,0,7,0,5

0,7,0,0,2

0,5,1,1,3

Oct

2

2

2

1,0,0,0,2

1,0,0,0,2

0,0,0,1,1

Nov

2

2

2

1,0,0,1,0

0,0,1,0,1

0,0,1,1,0

Dec

1

2

1

1,0,0,0,0

0,0,1,0,6

0,0,0,0,1

Table 2.6: Number of Days having Clusters and Number of Congested Clusters
per Day
Another tool that will help us to understand the road congestion condition
is the cluster visualization map. Based on the parameter setting for DBSCAN
and cluster size threshold, we can see the visualization map of clusters, and
the pattern varies throughout days. For example, the distribution of congested
road clusters in morning peak hour is shown in Figure 2.21 (only the days with
clusters are shown here). Smaller black dots are congested road segments that
have been identified as noise point. A noise point is a congested road segment
that belongs to none of the clusters. Larger black dots are identified DBCSAN
clusters, but with size less than 20 (pre-defined cluster size threshold). The
colored points are the final congested clusters. The points in the same color
means they are in the same cluster. We can also see the red kernel density layer
from the map as well. Under our parameter setting, for morning peak hours, the
result shows 16 out of 60 days has congested road clusters, but the patterns are
quite different. For instance, in Figure 2.21, (a), (j) and (k) share similar pattern,
they all show a overall congested transit network but with less congestion density
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throughout the city. However, for the rest of the days, their pattern show only
one or two highly compact congested clusters. Decision makers can decide which
congestion pattern (i.e. dense local congestion, system-wide congestion) they
want to investigate, based on Table 2.6 and corresponding maps in Figure 2.21.
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Figure 2.21: Dates with Congested Road Clusters of Seoul Metropolitan Area,
Morning Peak Hour, 2013
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2.6

Conclusion

This chapter presented three data processing algorithms to infer transit environ
ment information based on AFC data. Due to the multi-modal nature of what
the AFC data capture, none of the algorithms is perfect in isolation, yet they
complement each other by presenting the traits of the transit environment from
different angles.
The observations made from AFC data are summarized as follows:
• By using Route 0017 as an example, we find that the travel times in af
ternoon peak hours is usually higher than the morning peak hours for
a specific road segment. And the travel times in peak hours are usually
higher than non-peak hours. Similar trends are observed for crowdedness
on this road segment.
• Using Route 0017 as an example, by normalizing the travel times on each
segment, we can observe and compare the service reliability of this route
on each segment. The lower its IQR, the more reliable service this road
segment has. Also, we observe that service reliability is fluctuating with
time: some segments are always reliable, but some segments are not.
• We compare the extracted traffic information from three proposed methods:
linked-based, modified-link based and path-based methods. Overall the
extracted information is in a similar range. The main reason behind some
observable variations is that transaction data used in three methods are not
the same.
• We extract and compare the value and IQR of travel times of the public
transit system in Seoul City. In conclusion, the bus system of Seoul is
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congested but reliable during peak hours; it is smooth but unreliable during
non-peak hours. Please note the reliability we are measuring is focused on
the variations of travel times for each run, instead of the accuracy of bus
arrival/ departure times according to its scheduled time table.
• We try to identify when and where the congested roads are showing a clus
tered pattern by using DBSCAN method. There are two typical clustered
patterns observed: one pattern is showing one or a few highly compact
congested clusters, the other one is showing a overall congested transit
network but with less congestion density throughout the city.
The results show that the transit environment information extracted is well
detailed to enable query-specific studies such as monitoring the performance of
transit system elements, analyzing the reliability of bus and metro modes, and
detecting road congestion. It allows one to observe how transit environment
accessibility and utilization patterns vary from hour to hour, day to day, and
even month to month.

Understanding the Heterogeneity of
Human Mobility Patterns: User
Characteristics and Modal
Preferences

3.1

Introduction

Characterizing individual mobility is critical to understand the dynamics of cities
and develop high-resolution mobility models. To understand the spatio-temporal
patterns of human mobility, previous studies analyzed the displacements be
tween two locations and the stay times at visited locations. These studies relied
on individual trajectories generated by mobile phone call records, social media
posts, WiFi signals, and taxi cab GPS observations. A common problem of most
trajectory datasets is that they do not have the socio-demographic features of
the users and their modal preferences, and hence limit our understanding on
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how mobility patterns vary over these features. The availability of AFC data
collected by transit systems offers an alternative way to observe how the spatio
temporal patterns of human mobility change over user demographics and the
characteristics of the underlying mobility system.
AFC data records every transaction made by a transit user and thus provides
travel information of a large number of people in a city. It records individual
movement using the transit system information including boarding and alighting
stations, boarding and alighting times, ticket price, mode (e.g., bus or train) and
user demographic groups (e.g., regular riders, students, seniors and people with
<liabilities). Based on AFC data, spatio-temporal patterns of mobility can be
inferred by calculating travel distance between stations and stay times at visited
locations. Because of the availability of user demographic groups, these patterns
can be generated across user demographic characteristics. This information will
offer a new perspective towards understanding mobility patterns revealing the
influence of user characteristics on mobility.
AFC data offers several advantages compared to similar mobility datasets.
This data source offers the precise times and locations of individual movements
and user demographic information. Unlike AFC data, cell phone call details and
social media check-ins record the location and time only when a user makes a call
or uses the social media app. Thus these data sources may not have the complete
trajectory information [43]. In addition, cell phone and social media data do
not observe user travel modes. Thus, the mobility patterns found from these
datasets do not indicate how these patterns are influenced by the features (e.g.,
spatial limits, availability, pricing) of a specific transportation system providing
the mobility service to a large population. Finally, AFC data has millions of
records of individual movements observing nearly the entire population that
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uses the transit system. Therefore, with precise and richer information and
a massive scale, AFC data offers us a great opportunity to understand urban
human mobility patterns from a new perspective.
In this chapter, we analyze the travel statistics of four user groups: regular
users, students, seniors and people with disabilities. These statistics include
number of users, number of transactions, daily travel time, day of week prefer
ence and mode preference. For each user group, we also estimate their average
travel time, transfer time, travel cost and number of transfers per trip by the time
of day. The potential locations of users' homes, workplaces and other activity
locations have been identified, since they are important Origin-Destination pairs
of users' daily mobility patterns. Finally, we calculate stay times at visited lo
cations and travel times between locations as well as the radius of gyration in
order to understand the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of mobility patterns
across user groups.
This chapter makes several contributions to the growing body of literature on
human mobility (e.g., [44, 45, 46]). First, we uncover the heterogeneity of human
mobility patterns across different population groups and travel modes. Second,
we identify the disadvantaged public transportation user groups and their needs
for public transportation, which will offer public transportation operators and
planners more information to further provide efficient public transportation
services. Finally, in comparison to traditional data such as mobile phone call
records (CDR), location based social networks (LBSN) data, and GPS data, AFC
data can be used for analyzing human mobility patterns as well. Advantages
of AFC data, such as a massive amount of records, the large scale of study area
and time period and a large group of users, make it a great data source for
understanding and analyzing human mobility patterns.
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This chapter is organized into five sections. In section two, we review pre
vious studies about extracting human mobility patterns using different data
sources, especially the ones focusing on various groups of populations. In sec
tion three, we introduce the AFC dataset, present the descriptive statistics of
each AFC user group and describe observed trajectory patterns across groups. In
section 4, we analyze the statistical distributions of travel distance, travel time,
and waiting time spatially and temporally. Finally, in section 5, we conclude our
studies and show the limitations which could be improved in future work.

3.2

Literature Review

Understanding human mobility has been a popular topic in the field of social
and geographic science for many years. It has been shown that neither spatial
nor temporal distributions of human movement are random [47, 48]. Spatially,
human movements are usually regular and decided by the cost associated to
the physical distance. In many cases, the distribution of traveling distances
decays as a power law [47, 49, 50]. In addition, some studies also indicated
that displacements between origins and destinations depend on the number
of opportunities around the destinations, instead of the travel impedance [51,
52]. The rank of destinations with opportunities exhibits a similar power-law
distribution. It is worth mentioning that the distance and ranking can also show
exponential [53] or log-normal [54, 55] distributions. Temporally, human stay
times and travel times can be described by distributions with a central mode
[45].
The linkage between traveler socio-economic characteristics and mobility
patterns has been recognized by much research [56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. Pas [56]
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identified that populations with socio-demographic characteristics (such as age,
marital status, gender, etc) have differential likelihoods of having particular
daily travel-activity patterns. Later, the concept of life-style choice provides a
helpful framework to study the relationship between traveler's identity and their
mobility patterns. Life-style is decided by many aspects of the traveler's identity
and his/her living environment. At the individual level, traveler's socioeconomic
status, attitudes or even personality traits can determine his/her life style [57].
At the environmental level, life-style may change with the economy, technology,
and political environment. Life-style is an important explanatory factor for us to
understand the traveler's choices.
In particular, seniors and people with disabilities face more barriers when
using the public transportation, such as low accessibility, limited destinations,
difficult transfers, long waiting time and vulnerability when facing crime. [62, 63].
Even the lack of toilets in public spaces could be a problem for them [64]. The
restricted transit mobility pattern prevails in the senior and disability group, due
to these perceived barriers [65].
As to the specifications, senior travel behavior has been studied. Collia et.
al. [66] show that although older Americans travel often, they are actually less
mobile than their younger counterparts because they make fewer trips, travel
shorter distances, and have shorter travel times. Similar findings are mentioned
in other papers, especially for work-related trips [67, 68, 69]. However, Van den
Berg et al. [70] mentioned that seniors can have the same mobility level as young
generations, especially when the trip is related to social activities and in the area
with high car ownership.
Population with disabilities is another group of passengers that has low
mobility due to challenges in the travel environment. Mattson [71] analyzed data
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from the National Household Travel Survey and conclude that the people with
disabilities travel less frequently. A high portion of people in this group choose
to stay at the same place all day /week and do not take any trips.
Traditionally, human mobility patterns could only be modeled by using travel
survey data or travel journeys, which are generated mainly by questionnaires or
manual recording/ counting. They are usually time consuming and expensive
with limited sample size. Nowadays, high-resolution trajectory datasets are
available with large sample size. They are including but not limited to bank notes
[47], cell phone call detail records [48, 72, 73, 74], social media posts [75, 76, 77],
GPS observations [54, 55] and transit smart card transaction data [45, 46, 78].
Previous research efforts used mobility data such as mobile phone call detail
records (CDR) and location-based data from social media to determine travel
demand [73, 79, 80, 77]. Iqbal et al. [73] used CDR data to estimate the transient
OD matrices from one signal tower to another, in different time windows. Social
media data have been used to estimate the OD matrix at a greater geographic
resolution than traditional traffic zones [79]. Besides, due to the large data size
and fast update speed, it is also possible to calculate and predict OD demand in
real time [80]. Some of the previous studies also inferred the OD matrix by using
data sources such as automated vehicle location (AVL), automated passenger
count (APC), and automated fare collection (AFC) data [23, 24, 29, 30].
In this research, we analyze millions of smart card transaction records of the
public transportation system of Seoul, South Korea. In particular, we investigate
the heterogeneity of human movements across different population groups.
The smart card data set includes user group information, as transit operators
charge different fare amounts to different groups. This enables us to study the
heterogeneity of mobility patterns across different demographic groups.
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3.3

Data and Study Area

In this study, we use the AFC data from Seoul, South Korea. In South Korea,
smart cards are predominantly used for riding buses and trains. In 2005, about
70% or higher of people in large cities used smart cards [39]; in 2010, more than
90% of public transit passengers chose to use smart cards, and these numbers are
still growing [40].
All the metro and bus routes within the Seoul Metropolitan area are included
in the AFC data. The stations and routes within the study area are shown in
Figure 3.1. AFC data consists of 12 weeks of rider transactions: one week of
each month of the year 2013. During those 12 weeks, the city of Seoul operated
18 metro lines and 11,637 buses over 936 routes. 1,101,544,931 transactions and
35,978,530 unique smart card IDs were recorded. AFC data recorded travel
information such as card ID, boarding and alighting stations and timestamps,
route information, etc.
In this chapter, unless specified, we only use weekday data from the third
week of March 2013 to illustrate the human mobility patterns of public trans
portation smart card users.

3.4

Empirical Observations

User Groups and Travel Statistics
Transit card users are classified into 10 groups; however, only four groups consti
tute the majority of transit users. From largest to smallest, the four groups are
regular users, middle and high school students, seniors, and card holders with
disabilities. Since around 99% of the total transit card users are from these four
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Figure 3.1: Metro Map(Source:Johomaps) and Bus Map in Seoul
groups, we focus on analyzing their mobility patterns. Table 3.1 presents the
number of unique card IDs, the number of trips transactions made and the daily
travel time of user groups. The number of card IDs is not necessarily equal to
the number of card users, because there may be one-time cards used during a
weekhowever, we treat each unique ID as one traveler. We can also find out that
the number of transactions are basically proportionate to the number of card IDs.
AFC data also showed that seniors and people with disabilities daily travel times
are usually longer than the other two groups.
User Group

Description

# of Transit Card IDs

% of Transit Card IDs

# of Trip Transactions

% of Trip Transactions

Da ily Travel Ttme (min)

I

Regular

3,835,385

8Ll7%

27,821,224

8Ll8%

49

2

Primary School Students

37,895

0.80%

210,860

0.62%

20

4

Middle to H igh School Srud en ts

343,778

7.28%

2,500,315

7.30%

44

5

College Student

3

0.00%

8

0.00%

14

6

Senior

388,612

8.22%

2,830,060

8.26%

54

7

People with disabilities

108,787

2.30%

840,936

2.45%

56

8

Veteran

10,820

0.23%

69,342

0.20%

47

9

Low Income

10

Welfare

11

Employee

Sum

4,725,280

34,272,745

Table 3.1: User Group Description and Descriptive Statistics

Table 3.2 shows the travel characteristics of the top four groups of users.
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Within one week, most users across all population groups tend to travel more
frequently on weekdays compared to weekends. If they swipe their cards during
weekends as often as weekdays, the weekday/weekend ratio should be close to
2.5. However, the ratios for all four groups are much higher than 2.5. Compared
to the regular users, students travel more often on weekends.
User Group 1 (Regular)

User Group 4 (Mid d le to H igh Sch ool Students)

User Group 6 (Senior)

User Group 7 (People with d isab ilities)

Count

%-Within Group

Count

%-Within Group

Count

%-Within Group

Count

%-Within Group

Weekday

27821224

90.78%

2500315

88.79%

2830060

89.27%

840936

89.92%

Weekend

2826889

9.22%

315557

11.21%

340110

10.73%

94299

10.08%

Table 3.2: Number of Transactions by Day of Week
Modal preferences (Table 3.3) vary across population groups. Regular riders
have similar shares for traveling on buses and metro trains. However, students
prefer buses more since buses are ideal for short distance traveling, and students
usually live near the schools. On the other hand, seniors and passengers with
disabilities usually prefer metros when traveling within the city since the metro
is free for seniors and people with disabilities.
User Group 1 (Regular)

Count

Metro 20717963
Bus

22483383

User Group 4 (Middle to High School Stu dents)

User Group 6 (Senior)

User Group 7 (People with d isabilities)

%-Within Group

Count

%-Within Group

Count

%-Within Group

Count

%-Within Group

47.96%

1601173

39.70%

3187757

82.65%

936995

83.70%

52.04%

2431741

60.30%

669205

17.35%

182457

16.30%

Table 3.3: Number of Transactions by Transportation Mode

For weekdays, we define 6 am to 10 am as morning peak hours (MP), 4 pm to
8 pm as afternoon peak hours (AP) and all remaining time as non-peak hours
(NP). We also define a trip of a user as the combination of transactions between
his or her origin and final destination. The reason is that sometimes a passenger
transfers between modes in order to reach his or her final destination, but the
transactions of this trip will be recorded separately. A transfer needs to occur
within 30 minutes and there is little to no charge for transfers.
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As showed in Table 3.4, only around 30% of trips of regular and student
groups are made during non-peak hours. However, the percentage is higher for
seniors and people with disabilities. Transfer time is the time spent to transfer
between routes, modes, or stations. It is usually higher during non-peak hours
since the headway of the bus and metro is shorter. Students have overall the
shortest travel time among all groups. They spend less time on buses and the
metro when traveling. Compared to senior and people with disabilities groups,
regular users have a slightly lower travel time over all times of day.
In Seoul, students pay discounted fare on both modes of transportation. For
seniors and people with disabilities, taking the metro is free but taking the bus is
not. This is one of the reasons why the metro is highly popular among these two
population groups. We also find that the travel distance for all groups are similar
during peak and non-peak hours, since the travel time and travel cost did not
change much with the time changes.
The data shows that seniors and individuals with disabilities usually choose
routes with fewer transfers (see Table 3.4). Regular users and students on average
transfer twice as often as the other two groups. In terms of the time per transfer,
we can see that the senior group has longer transfers every time, sometimes even
twice as long as the regular and student groups.
Uter Group

lime of D•y

Count

!(Regular)

AP

13,(12(1,424

!(Regular)

.,._WithinGn:,up Trne llime

MP

13,739,550

!(Regular)

NP

12,501,180

4 (MiddletoHighSd>oolStudents)

AP

4 (MiddletoHighSd>oolStudents)

MP

1,206,156

4 (Midd le toHighSd>oolStudents)

NP

1,106,900

6(Seni0<)

AP

894,Bn;

25.94'%,

6(Senior)

MP

9116,320

28.88'%.

TravelTune-Metro TravelTune-Bus

Tr•velCost-Metro TravelCost-Bu,

Tr•nsf.,. Tim r

NwnberofTr~frr$ Tr;on sfrr lim,:p,er Tr~ frr

Do:ttin•tion VHioty

Det,ti11,1lionR~uluily

1,283,870

6(Seni0<)

NP

1,556,871

7(Peoplewithdisabilities)

AP

319,701

7(Peoplewithdisabilities)

MP

318,839

7(Peoplewithdisabilities)

NP

"Jo/,765

Table 3.4: Travel Time, Transfer Time, Travel Cost and Number of Transfers per
Trip by Time of Day by Transportation Mode
We also measure destination variety and regularity (the last two columns
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of Table 3.4) to understand mobility patterns. Destination variety is defined as
the number of unique destinations a traveler visited during a time period. We
find that the variety is decreasing in the order of regular, student, and people
with disabilities groups. Destination variety is higher during weekdays than
weekends. For weekends, this variety is much lower on Saturdays. On an hourly
scale, we find the variety is much higher during 5-9 a.m. on weekdays. The
group with the highest variety during peak hours are usually the regular and
student groups. However, the senior group has a high destination variety during
non-peak hours.
Destination regularity measures how regular a passenger visits his/her fre
quent destinations during each hour. Here, "frequent destination" is defined as
the most frequently visited destination for this traveler during the same hour for
all weekdays.
The set of all the destinations traveler t visited during hour his denoted as
dt,h, for all weekdays. The most visited destination during hour h for traveler t

is denoted as d~h. Count(d~h) is denoted as a function to calculate the number
of records in the AFC database, which indicates traveler t travels to destination
dv during hour h. Then, destination regularity (Rt,h ) for traveler t during hour h

will be calculated as:
(3.1)

For each traveler t, we use the average value Rt,h =

Lh,~r,h to represent

his/her daily, morning peak hour (MP), afternoon peak hour (AP), and non-peak
hour (NP) destination regularity. Thus, hour set h for these four time periods
is:

hday

= {0, 1, ... , 23} or

h MP

= {6, 7, 8, 9} or

h AP

= {16, 17, 18, 19} or

h NP

=

{O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23}. A higher destination regularity
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value indicates a more regular and predictable pattern of their daily /MP/ AP /NP
travel activity. For the regular and student user groups, the destination regularity
value is low during the middle of the day. However, destination regularity for
the other two groups is relatively higher, especially during peak hours.

Home and Workplace identification
For each individual user, visited stations can be ranked based on the frequency
of visits. In addition, studies [45] have shown that most visited stations are
usually near their daily commuting locations, such as homes and work places.
We develop some heuristic rules to identify a transit user's potential home, work
and other activity locations. The rules are as follows:
1. Homes are defined as the most-departed station during morning peak

hours as well as the most-visited station during afternoon peak hours.
2. Work places are defined as the most-visited station during morning peak
hours as well as the most-departed station during afternoon peak hours. Work
places may be schools for user group 4, students. These may be daily routine
places for some users, including shopping, social or recreational functions. How
ever, they will all be referred as "workplaces" in this chapter.
3. Other activity locations are defined as the most-visited stations during
non-peak hours. They may be the places for shopping, recreational, or social
purposes.

3.4.1

Spatial Patterns of Human Mobility

Figure 3.2 presents the spatial distributions of potential home, work and other
activity locations. Most of the potential home locations are concentrated in the
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northeast and southwest urban fringe areas (a,d). These two clusters are more
preferred by seniors and users with disabilities as their home locations (g,j).
However, the work locations for regular users are agglomerated near central
city areas of Seoul (b ). School locations are basically scattered all over the city
(e). Daily routine places for seniors and people with disabilities are clustered
near home as well as the central city areas (h,k). Distribution of other activity
locations is similar among the four groups, although the purpose of these trips
are various. These places are normally located between home and work locations
(c,f,i,l).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

Student:

People
with
Disabil
ities

Figure 3.2: Distributions of Potential Home, Workplaces, and Other Activity
Locations in Seoul
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The radius of gyration measures the standard deviation of distances between
users' traveled stations and stations' centers of mass. It measures the frequency
and distance of a user's mobility. A high radius of gyration value indicates that
the user moves longer distances, while a low value of radius of gyration shows a
short range of movements. It is defined as

Yg

(3.2)

=

in which n is the number of stations a user travels,
between station Yi and center of mass

Yem•

(Yi - Ycm)

is the distance

Figure 3.3 shows that, on average, the

radius of gyration for students is significantly shorter than that of the other three
groups. For seniors and riders with disabilities, the radius of gyration is not as
affected by their identity, compared to the regular group of users.
Radius of Gyration
User Groups
-

0 .02

Regular
Seniors
Students
Users with Disabilities

~
:.0
ro
..0

e

0... 0.0 1

0 .00
0

5

10

15

Radius of Gyration (km)

Figure 3.3: Radius of Gyration by User Groups

The number of unique destinations is also a spatial measurement of human
mobility (Figure 3.4). Overall, the frequency distribution of "number of distinct
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destinations visited" by each age group shows a power-law pattern. Most of
the public transit users only visit 2 to 4 destinations per week. The average
destination variety is various among different age groups. It is decreasing in the
order of regular, student, senior and people with disabilities population groups,
but the difference is not obvious.
Variety of Destinations
0.25

User Groups
-

0.20

>-

~

:.a
ro

Regular
Seniors
Students
Users with Disab ilities

0.15

..0

0

(L 0.10

0.05

0.00
0

5

10

15

Regularity

Figure 3.4: Variety of Destination by User Groups

Destination regularity measures the hourly percentages of the most visited
destinations (Figure 3.5). The frequency graph shows that most of the travelers
have a high repeated pattern of destinations, and most of the regularity is be
tween 0.8 to 1. Their most visited places are more than 80% of all the destination
they have visited according to their travel history. People with disabilities, se
niors and students have higher destination regularity compared with the regular
smart card users.
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Regu larity of Destinations
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Figure 3.5: Regularity of Destination by User Groups

3.4.2

Temporal Patterns of Human Mobility

Figure 3.6 shows the temporal mobility patterns of transit riders. As showed
in Figure 3.6(a), the distributions of stay time at home for different user groups
are usually different. For regular users, students and people with disabilities,
there is a peak around 12 hours indicating typical stay time at home for these
users. Seniors have a longer typical stay time at home. All user groups have
peaks at a very short time in their stay time distributions. These 1 to 2 hours
could represent lunch breaks or the breaks between arriving home at afternoon
and leaving for recreational, social, shopping, or extracurricular activities (for
student groups) purposes in the evening.
The differences of stay times at work locations are even greater across groups
(see Figure 3.6(b)). Regular users and students usually stay at work places or
schools for 9-10 hours. However, most of the seniors will stay at their daily
routine places for 2-3 hours per day. People with disabilities are unique because
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the distribution has two peaks in terms of the stay time. Nearly half of them
stay at work locations for 10 hours but the other half only leave home for less
than one hour per day. If a card user with disabilities has a job, this individual
probably will stay at his/her workplace around 10 hours, just like a regular user.
However, if a card user with disabilities does not have a job, he/ she will tend
to make short trips during the day. Figure 3.6(c) shows that all groups usually
spend less than four hours for other activities per day.
Stay Time at Workplaces

Stay Time at Workplaces
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Figure 3.6: Stay Time at Home, Workplaces and Recreational Places by User
Groups

In Figure 3.7(a), we observe that regular users, seniors, and people with
disabilities usually take about 10 more minutes than students to travel between
their homes and workplaces. This information implies that schools are usually
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close to home compared to work places.
Students also spend less time traveling between places other than home and
schools, as shown in Figure 3.7(b). The reason is that students often do not go too
far away from home and schools. Unlike other adult groups, the daily activity
region of students is much smaller. It can also be confirmed from the results of
comparing radius of gyration across groups.
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Figure 3.7: Time between Two Most Visited Places and All Other Locations by
User Groups

Figure 3.8 shows that the distribution of stay time varies based on the time
of day. Usually, from morning to afternoon, the earlier a user reaches home,
the longer the stay time is. This pattern is reversed from afternoon to midnight.
From morning to afternoon, the later a user arrives at a workplace, the shorter the
stay time is. Users will stay less than 4 hours in other activity locations during
non-peak hours. This changing pattern by time of day is applicable for all user
groups.
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Figure 3.8: 3D Waterfall Graph of Stay Time at Home, Workplaces and Other
Activity Locations

3.4.3

Heterogeneity among Mobility Patterns

Although we could observe the differences of travel behaviors through the above
distribution figures, it is still necessary to measure and compare them statistically.
In order to measure the heterogeneity of stay time, travel time and radius of
gyration distributions across various smart card user groups, the best fit of
distributions needs to be decided and the parameters need to be estimated and
compared. Previous studies indicate that most of the displacements and pauses
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follow power-law, exponential or log-normal distributions [74]. By comparing,
we find that the log-normal distribution has the highest log-likelihood and lowest
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) value. Higher log-likelihood is usually
preferred when using the maximum likelihood technique to fit the data with
statistical models. AIC is a measurement of the relative quality of a model. The
one with the minimum AIC value is normally the best model among candidate
models. It has been shown that a log-normal distribution is a statistically better
fit for describing the distributions of stay time, travel time and radius of gyration
for all population groups.
As shown in Table 3.5, for the stay time at home, all four groups have similar
estimated parameters. The only exception is group 6 (seniors), which has the
largest mean and standard deviation. It means that senior group tend to stay
longer at home, which could be confirmed by observing Figure 3.6(a). For the
stay time at workplaces, regular and student groups share similar estimated
parameters. Seniors and people with disabilities usually stay less time at their
"workplaces", and this is also true if we check Figure 3.6 (b). For stay time and
other activity locations, there are still two type of patterns: regular/ student
groups and senior/people with disability groups (also see Figure 3.6 (c)). Regu
lar/ student groups have a longer stay time but lower standard deviation, while
senior/people with disabilities groups have a shorter stay time but higher stan
dard deviation. Nevertheless, the heterogeneity exists across groups in terms of
the stay time at various important daily locations.
Except for the student group, all three other groups share a similar distribu
tion for travel time between commuting locations. Students usually travel closer
to home compared to other groups. The mean of distribution is smaller but the
standard deviation is higher. This behavior can also be observed from Figure 3.7.
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The distribution of radius of gyration for the student group also stands out in
the four groups. It has a smaller mean and a higher standard deviation.
Stay Time at Home

Stay Time at Workplaces

Stay Time at Other Activity Locations

User Group

1

4

6

7

1

4

6

7

1

4

6

7

Mean

2.58

2.46

2.88

2.7

2.3

2.43

1.69

2.04

1.86

1.99

1.42

1.53

0.75

0.77

0.8

0.77

0.86

0.85

1.02

0.98

1.13

1.03

1.26

1.23

SD

Travel Time between Homes and Workplaces
User Group

1

Mean
SD

Travel Time between O ther Places

Radius of Gyration

4

6

7

1

4

6

7

1

4

6

7

3.22

2.99

3.26

3.29

3.24

3.05

3.39

3.37

1.31

0.98

1.48

1.49

0.79

0.87

0.82

0.78

0.67

0.76

0.69

0.68

1.74

2.09

1.49

1.61

Table 3.5: Estimated Parameters of Distributions
We present the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for pair-wise comparison of distribution. The Kolmogorov -Smirnov test is a non-parametric test of the
equality of two distributions. All of the results show p-values that are less than
0.001. This data means that statistically, none of all the pair-wise comparison of
two distributions can be stated as equality.
D values, all significant at alpha

c;cc

0.001

Group 1 v.s. Group 4 Group 1 v.s. Group 6 Group 1 v.s. Group 7 Group 4 v.s. Group 6 Group 4 v.s. Group 7 Group 6 v.s. Group 7

Stay Tune at Home

0.083

0.309

0.123

0.374

0.183

0.191

Stay Time at Workplace

0.076

0.381

0.1 6

0.429

0.208

0.223

Stay Time at Other Activity Places

0.081

0.232

0.157

0.311

0.237

0.075

0.146

0.04

0.034

0.134

0.155

0.024

Travel Time between Poten tial Homes and

Workplaces
Travel Time between All Other Locations

0.139

0.09

0.077

0.199

0.1 97

0.016

Radius of Gyration

0.174

0.088

0.096

0.209

0.224

0.016

Destination Variety

0.046

0.084

0.128

0.05

0.082

0.128

Destination Regularity

0.015

0.057

0.09

0.068

0.096

0.04

Table 3.6: D value from Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, all siginificant at
level

3.5

l\'.

= 0.001

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter presents heterogeneity of spatial and temporal mobility patterns
across user demographic groups. We have analyzed large-scale data (4.7 million users) of AFC records of the public transportation system of Seoul, South
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Korea. The empirical findings of this study provide us with useful insights on
human mobility behaviors across different population groups. First, departure
time, travel mode, and activity duration choices differ across socio-demographic
groups. Second, the spatial distribution of each group's potential home, work and
other activity locations are different. Lastly, the heterogeneity of displacement
and pause distributions are statistically significant.
The observations we found for each demographic group are summarized as
follows:
• Overall, public transit users travel more often on weekdays than weekends;
their homes and workplaces are clustered.
• The regular group mostly consists of adults with jobs. They have typical
home-to-work trips during weekdays and recreational activities during
non-work hours (evenings and weekends). This is the base group to which
other groups will be compared.
• The student group users often choose to take buses rather than the metro
and travel more often in peak hours. They have a lower daily travel cost
due to their short daily travel time/ distance and fare discount. Further
more, their trips show patterns of high destination regularity, low radius of
gyration, and short travel time of work (school) trips.
• The senior group travelers often choose to take the metro because it is free
for them and the bus is not. They travel more often in non-peak hours,
potentially to avoid congestion and crowd. Their trips have fewer transfers,
a longer transfer time per transfer, a slightly higher daily travel time, a low
destination variety and overall, higher destination regularity, longer stay
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time at home, and shorter stay time at other places.
• People with disabilities often chooses to take the metro because it is free
for them and the bus is not. They travel more often in non-peak hours.
Their trips have fewer transfers, a longer transfer time per transfer, a
slightly higher daily travel time, a low destination variety overall, and high
destination regularity. Their stay time at daily routine places are bi-modal
distributed. Our assumptions is that this bi-modal distribution is probably
caused by whether they have jobs. If they need to work during daylight
hours, their stay time at daily routine places is around 10 hours, and this
daily routine place is actually their workplace. If they are not employed,
the stay time at daily routine places is much shorter and their mobility
pattern looks more like that of the senior group than that of the regular
group.
This heterogeneity in mobility behavior has been ignored in previous studies
describing and modeling universal human mobility behavior using trajectory
datasets [45, 74]. Mobility patterns are different for minor user groups such
as students, seniors and people with disabilities population. Understanding
it will help us better characterize individual mobility dynamics and develop
high-resolution models to predict realistic individual movements in space and
time. Although only demographic information has been examined, more socio
economic characteristics should be investigated in future studies, to have a
deeper understanding of human mobility behavior.

Inferring Origin-Destination Demand
and User Preferences in a
Multi-modal Travel Environment
Using Automated Fare Collection
Data

4.1

Introduction and Background

Public transit planning is a complex design problem that involves a wide range
of research topics and methodologies, such as strategic planning (e.g., network
planning, customer behavior analysis, and demand forecasting), tactical planning
(e.g., schedule adjustment in response to longitudinal and individual trip pattern
changes), and operational planning (e.g., adjustment in response to demand
fluctuations) [1]. One key input into these problems is the Origin-Destination
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(OD) demand; the quality of this OD demand information is thus critical for
informing policies.
The assessment of the routing preferences of transit system users is another
component important for planning and assessing the efficiency of system oper
ations. Such model-based assessments, with outputs in the form of (dis)utility
coefficients for time, mode, fare, etc., have been carried out for decades (e.g., [81]).
Traditionally, the data required to inform such modeling efforts were collected
through surveys, but the recently operationalized Automated Fare Collection
systems can provide such data sets at almost no added cost [30, 35, 82, 83].
The availability of the OD demand and traveler trajectory data is crucial for
the effective and efficient operation and management of a transit system, yet
at the same time, most difficult to secure. Much effort has been invested into
helping analysts obtain OD demand data, both directly and indirectly. Various
technologies and data collection methods serve this purpose, including manual
onboard recording, surveys, road-side monitoring, automated passenger count
ing (APC) and automated vehicle location (AVL) tracking (e.g., that exploiting
global positioning system (GPS) technology), as well as mobile phone tracking,
and social media data analysis. Each of these, however, suffers from its own
deficiencies: typically, the obtained data are expensive, hard-to-access, and/ or
noisy.
Automated Fare Collection (AFC) systems, often called smart transit card
systems, come as a potent new data source that can be used to obtain accessible
OD demand and user preference data. It has become more popular and have
found use in public transportation systems worldwide in recent years [1]. While
the primary function of AFC systems is fare collection and user class validation
for different fare rates, these systems also store travel information of all users,
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recorded as transactions. These data provide detailed travel information of transit
users that can potentially be informative for transit operators and planners.
The information most commonly extracted from AFC data is station-to-station
Origin-Destination (OD) travel demand. Travelers check-in while entering a
transit system, and in certain applications, check-out while leaving the system.
Thus, AFC systems record high-quality inbound and outbound station data that
can be used to inform transit planning decisions. To this end, AFC records are
processed to estimate OD demand with a greater accuracy and higher detail
[84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 1, 91, 92]. An extracted OD demand matrix can then be
used to allow operators and planners to better respond to the system's needs at
an individual traveler level.
Previous studies developed algorithms to distill the OD information from
AFC data. Their research objectives and methodologies varied, based on the
data availability. Given AFC data with entry-only information, the authors have
typically focused on inferring the destination stations by using rule-based ap
proaches [23, 24, 25, 26]. [23] came up with a rule-based model to synthesize AFC
data to infer alighting stations. [24] inferred alighting stations using modified
rule-based model for Chicago AFC data; the destination estimation process here
relied also on other data sources, in particular AVL, APC and GIS data. [25]
pointed out that individual trip destinations could also be estimated by looking
at similar trips made by the same card holder, found in the trip history database.
Once a destination location is obtained (estimated), one can generate a passenger
trip OD matrix [28, 29].
Besides OD estimation, one can employ user-level information captured as
AFC data to assess system-level transit network operation, more specifically, to
distill users' travel patterns [31, 32, 33], perform route choice estimation analysis
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[34, 35, 36], trip purpose inference [37], travel time analysis, and conduct an
overall transit system reliability assessment [35, 38].
The main issue with AFC data analyses is that such inference typically pro
duces only stop-level OD estimates. The main deficiency of the stop-level OD
inference approaches is that they neglect the multi-modal nature of transit and
lose the information of transit demand elasticity, which results in crude solutions
for transit planning problems [93]. More broadly, AFC data analyses have been
focused on understanding of statistical properties of data rather than that of
the underlying fundamental behavior of users. It is, however, apparent that
within-system inference captures just a part of a complete multi-modal route
of a given traveler. Meanwhile, a route utilizing a transit system may start at
the traveler's home and have him/her using bus, subway, or tram, etc., then
completing the trip to a destination by foot. Indeed, check-out and check-in
data at the stations of such a trip can be accessed as AFC records; however, the
remainder of the complete OD-route, with its "true" OD locations and possible
use of other modes of transportation as its parts, remains hidden. Also, stop-level
ODs as well as mode choices for the same traveler can vary, depending on the
traveler's time constraints and travel environment conditions.
This chapter presents an approach for OD (pair) inference. Its logic and
methodology relies on the observed travel trajectories, which reflect travelers'
evaluation of travel times, travel prices, trip convenience, etc., depending on the
state of the transit environment. The variability in the routing choices of a given
observed traveler, in response to the changing transit environment parameters,
can be gleaned from the AFC data. Using the traveler's trajectories under differ
ent travel environment settings, it is possible to identify their OD points from
a set of reasonable OD candidates. These OD candidates are vital inputs to the
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problem of the inference of true ODs; they can be identified either by relying on
side knowledge or via a rule-based selection process. This chapter contributes to
the transportation science both by pointing out ways to systematically select OD
candidates and by inferring in a calculated way which of these candidates are
the most likely ones, for all travelers.
The presented methodology also offers a way for quantifying general travel
preferences (i.e., those characteristic of the entire population of travelers), which
affect each traveler's route choice decisions. The literature that models and
analyzes routing decisions has extensively used the mixed multinomial logit
model for this purpose. In order to paramiterize this model, true OD pairs for
system users are needed. In other words, the values of the inferred parameters
can be rather sensitive to the availablity of only station-level OD or true OD
information. Given the interdependence of the problems of (1) inferring travelers'
true ODs and (2) inferring their route choice preferences from the same AFC data,
we present an expectation maximization method to tackle both problems at once,
in an iterative manner: intuitively, we fix one set of unknowns and refine our
estimates of the other unknowns, and vice versa, until convergence is reached.
The contribution of this chapter is thus two-fold. First, the chapter presents a
two step method to infer true ODs of public transit users, as well as these users'
preferences. Both of them are useful for planning and assessing the efficiency of
a given public transit system. Second, the chapter assesses the accuracy of the
presented inference method in a real world case study, with a large AFC data
set. The results reveal that most of the public transit user ODs can be correctly
inferred. Moreover, the estimates of the user preferences are shown to turn out
similar to what one would obtain by using a traditional multinomial logit route
choice model (the latter run under full information).
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The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 introduces
the assumptions, notations and key ideas of our model. Section 5.3 provides com
putational results. The chapter is concluded with Section 5.4, which summarizes
the obtained insights and discusses some future research directions.

4.2

Modeling Framework

Several definitions and terms are needed to describe our model. Travel history of a
traveler is a set of all the transactions that are registered when he/she adopts an
AFC-equipped public transit system. A transaction is a record that contains the
information about the traveler's ID (per the travel card they own), the boarding
time and station, the alighting time and station, the fare paid, and perhaps, any
other information the AFC system is set up to record. A sequence of transactions
that a traveler generates while commuting from an origin to a destination is
termed a trip. Note that a trip may or may not involve transfers between the
bus and metro transportation modes. A station-level OD pair refers to the first
boarding station and the last alighting station of a trip. Therefore, the trip OD
is not really the "true" OD: the OD directly observable from AFC data misses
the traveler's home address location and destination address location points.
By using the term OD, i.e., without preceding it with other words such as "trip
OD" or "station-level OD", this chapter refers to the points beyond stations (of a
station-level OD): these points typically are apartment buildings, workplaces,
shopping places, gyms, etc. A route is a path from an OD origin point to the OD
destination point; thus, each traveler has multiple routes to choose from when
traveling along their OD. A traveler's trip is only the observable part of his/her
route, chosen on a particular occasion (day, or time of day). A vector of route
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attributes describes the convenience associated with traveling on a given route
at a given time; the attribute values that this vector contains may include travel
time, transfer time, crowdedness, price paid, and number of transfers, among
others -they may depend on time of day, weather conditions, road closures and
other factors. The numerical values of these attributes help a traveler determine
the utility of each possible route on a particular occasion; naturally, a traveler
is more likely to choose to travel along a route with a higher utility value than
that with a lower utility value. Trip history of a traveler is a sequence of trips
taken by him/her to travel along the OD on different occasions. It is assumed
that all the trips in the trip history of a traveler correspond to one and the same
true OD (in practice, data post-processing and careful treatment of different
destination points for each traveler is required to ensure that this assumption
holds). Importantly, for a given OD, the observed station-level ODs for the same
traveler can be different due to the fact that travelers tend to adjust their routes
in response to the changing travel environment conditions.
A practical challenge that this chapter addresses is that of inferring the OD
of each traveler, given the part of their trip history that constitutes the set of
the trips that they took from the respective true origin to the respective true
destination. It is thus firstly assumed that all such trips have been retrieved from
the AFC data. Secondly, it is assumed that to infer an OD means to select the
correct one from a finite set of eligible (i.e., possible, or worth considering) ODs,
among which the true OD (i.e., actual, real OD, known to the traveler but not to
the AFC data analyst) is assumed to necessarily be present. Thirdly, it is assumed
that every traveler makes decisions that generally aim to maximize their travel
quality and convenience, quantifiable by a utility/ disutility function.
To express our modeling approach using mathematical notations, consider
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N travelers in a public transit system, whose trip histories are on record and

available. For each traveler i = 1, 2, ... , N, let his/her OD be denoted by wi; in
stating our problem, we assume that wi, i = 1, 2, ... , N, are unknown and need to
be determined (by running an inference algorithm applied to the available AFC
data). Note again that an individual may have multiple ODs to make travels
along, for different purposes: e.g., to travel regularly from home to workplace,
from workplace to a store, from the store to a gym, etc. To make the presentation
of our model clear, it is worth emphasizing that hereafter, we treat the same
individual taking trips for different purposes as different travelers. Hence, it is
justified to assume that each traveler has only one OD.
For any OD w, let a set of candidate routes R(w) contain all the candidate routes
along this OD, i.e., the routes with high enough utility to consider taking them.
Let rtk denote the true route that traveler i = 1, 2, ... , N, took along OD

w; on

occasion k = 1, 2, ... , Ki. In order to further clarify, it is worthwhile recalling
that the chosen true routes r;k, i = 1, 2, ... , N, k = 1, 2, ... , Ki, are only partially
observable: the observable part of true route rtk is denoted by r;k, and is referred
to as true trip. For each traveler i = 1, 2, ... , N, his/her chosen route must be
one of those routes that go along their OD wi and that have the observed true
trip rtk as their part. Therefore, the routes ri,k, i = 1, 2, ... , N, k = 1, 2, ... , Ki, and
ODs Wi, i = 1, 2, ... , N, k = 1, 2, ... , Ki, are to be inferred simultaneously with
and in reference to each other, given the observed true trips 17,k, i = 1, 2, ... , N,
k=l,2, ... ,Ki.

For traveler i, and any travel occasion k = 1, 2, ..., Ki, let ri,k denote an element
from the set R(wi) of candidate routes along OD wi; the true route, taken on occasion k = 1, 2, ... , Ki, is denoted by rtk· It is assumed that each traveler i = 1, 2, ... , N
chooses route ri,k from among all the candidate routes R(wi) according to the
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same discrete choice model. First, this means that the considered population
is treated as homogeneous with respect to their travel preferences/behavior.
Second, this specifies the approach we adopt for assigning the probability to
any candidate route ri,k E R(wi), given the traveler i's OD and time of travel,
denoted by ti,b associated with the travel occasion k. Because the full route ri,k is
not observable, we define ti,k as the starting time of the respective trip 1\k (which
is observable). The route choice probability is then expressed as a function of
the utility value of the route ri,k E R(wi); the utility of this route at time ti,k
is computed as the product of the fixed (but latent, i.e., originally unknown)
utility weight vector {3 and the route's attributes E(ti,k, ri,k)- The vector E(ti,k, ri,k)
can contain such specific route attributes as travel time T(ti,k, ri,k), transfer time
W(ti,k, ri,k), number of transfers Z(ri,k), travel fare F(ti,k, ri,k), and crowdedness
C(ti,k, ri,k), among others.

Another important assumption that we make concerns the relationship between ri k, 1\ k, Wi for any i = 1, 2, ... , N and k = 1, 2, ... , Ki. Given the traveler
'

'

i's eligible OD wi, we assume a one-to-one correspondence between ri,k and

1\x in other words, there is only way which a traveler may take from their
origin location to the inbound transit system station of a given trip, and only
one way from the outbound station of this trip to the destination location. Let
p(i\k

= rLk) denote the probability that traveler i = 1, 2, ... , N chooses to take the

route r~,k E R(wi) and the corresponding trip rLk when traveling along OD wi on
occasion k = 1, 2, ... , Ki at time ti,k· With respect to our inference task, the OD Wi
for traveler i is treated as an unknown, i.e., hidden/latent, variable.
Incorporating the latent variable Wi into the probability function for the choice
of a route/trip, we can express the probability PlYi,k = rtk) that on occasion k
traveler i chooses to take trip 17,k (i.e., the trip that was actually observed per the
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AFC data) as the summation of the values of the joint probability mass function
p(i\k, wi ) over the range of Wi . Using this argument, and then the standard

conditioning logic, and finally, the assumed one-to-one correspondence between
the choice of route and choice of trip, we write

p(i\k = rt,k ) =

L p(i\k = r;,k, Wi)
W;

= L p(i\ k = r1,klwi)p(wi)
W;

=

L p(ri,k = rt klwi)p(wi),
W;

where the probability p(ri,k = rt klwi) will be modeled per the commonly used
multinomial logit route choice model. Then, the values of the elements of vector
E(ti,k, ri,k) (the route attributes of route ri,k) will be used in the procedure of

evaluating the parametric function p(ri,k = rt klwi, {3) of the multinomial logit
route choice model. The challenge that one has to tackle here is that {3 and Wi,
i

= 1, 2, ... , N, are both unknown; we set out to build a model and devise an

inference algorithm to estimate them simultaneously. As part of its output, our
algorithm will return an inferred vector of real numbers

/3, and the inferred

ODs Wi, i = 1, 2, ... , N, selected respectively from the sets of eligible ODs w i,
i

= 1, 2, ... , N. Note that for more accurate inference, it is practical to restrict each

set w i, i = 1, 2, ... , N, to include only some practically feasible ODs, so that this
set would be small enough but would still contain the true OD in it,

w; E w i.

Thus, determining which eligible ODs should be included in each eligible set is
an important task that requires care in itself.
Given the observed travel history data, in order to estimate {3 and Wi, i =
1, 2, ... , N, we adopt a likelihood maximization approach. To this end, the product
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of all the route choice probabilities p(i\,k = rtk ) =
i

Lw; p(ri,k = rtk lwi, {3)p(wi),

= 1, 2, ..., N, k = 1, 2, ..., Ki, will be maximized, with {3 and Wi, i = 1, 2, ... , N, as

the decision variables.
The solution to the resulting optimization problem will return the best esti-

wi (equivalently, {u\} i=l,2,...,N) and the best fitting numerical
value of the utility weight vector, /3, given the trip histories r tk, i = 1, 2, ... , N,
mated OD pairs

k

= 1, 2, ... , Ki. Section 5.3 details our modeling and solution methodology.

4.3

Model and Formal Problem Statement

This section introduces the OD Inference Problem (ODIP), which models route
selection by travelers based on their ODs under variable travel environment
conditions, and enables the inference of the ODs based on the observations of the
trips, taken as part of those routes, recorded in the AFC system data. A solution
to this problem returns the most likely OD for each traveler, along with a single
utility weight vector that specifies the route utility calculation model, under the
assumption that the traveler population is homogeneous in regards to route
utility valuation.
To describe ODIP, consider a traveler who travels between two often-visited
location points (e.g., a home origin and a workplace destination) on weekdays
using a public transit system: these two locations, together referred to as a true
OD, are to be inferred, given the data of how the traveler has used the system.
In response to the changes in the state of the travel environment, which make
the attributes of any given route fluctuate over time, the traveler may be found
to have been changing their route accordingly to maximize their travel utility
on each of the different travel occasions; if that's the case, then it opens the
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door for the OD inference. The routes that the traveler would pick on different
occasions would be the ones with the (generally) higher utility values, i.e., the
ones with lower travel times, fewer transfers, lower fare, lower crowdedness,
etc. We assume that at the time of travel, the route attributes are known to
the traveler, and that he/she can make the route choice decisions accordingly.
Given the above argument, and under the assumption of the traveler population
homogeneity, the route choice behavior of all travelers can be modeled. In what
follows, we specify our adopted model and present ODIP as the problem of
inferring the travelers' ODs, all at once for all travelers, knowing each traveler's
trip history and the travel environment state (route attributes) at the time that
each trip was taken.
Table 4.1 contains the notations for the sets, variables, parameters and functions needed to build our model and formulate ODIP.
/3time

Utili ty weight for tra vel time

/3ttrans

Utili ty w eight for trans fer time

/3ntrans

Utili ty weight for numbe r of transfe rs

/3fare

Utility weight for tra vel fare (cos t)

/3crowdedness

Utili ty weight for crow d edness

/3

Utili ty weight vecto r, w ith the elem ents /3time, /3ttrans, /3ntrans, /3 fare, and /3crowdedness

T(ti,b ri,k)

Travel time for route ri,k taken at time

W(ti,b r;,k)

Similarly, transfe r time fo r route ri,k at time t ;,k

ti,k

Z(r;,k)

Similarly, numbe r of transfers for route

F( t ;,k, r;,k )

Similarly, trip fare (cost) for rou te r;,k at time t i,k

C (t ;,k, r;,kl

Similarly, crow d edness val ue fo r route r;,k at time f ;,k

ri,k

E (t;,k, r ;,k )

Route attribute vector for route r;,k at time t i,k, w ith the ele men ts T (ti,k, r;,k ), W(t i,k, ri,k), Z( r;,k), F(ti,k, ri,k), and C(ti,k, ri,k )

r;,k

True route that traveler i chose to take on occasion k

'7,k

True trip that is the observable part of the true route r j,k, record ed b y the AFC system

r i,k

Trip that is the observable part of route ri,k

wj

True OD for traveler i (only travele r i knows it)

wi

A set of elig ible ODs for tra veler i constructed by an analyst (by the ODIP assumption, Wi E w ;)

Wi

An element of the set w ; (all the OD decision variables of ODIP appear in this form )

R(wi)

Set of candidate routes for OD pair w;

s,

Path size ove rlap correction fa ctor (measures the size of the overlap between route r and all other candid ate routes for a particular travel occa sion)

/J

An inferred utility weight vector

Wi

An inferred OD for traveler i (1.Di E w ; )

Table 4.1: Mathematical Notations for Specifying ODIP
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As argued in the Section 5.2, ODIP can be modeled as a likelihood maximization problem,
with the likelihood expressed as the product of the probabilities that appear
in the form of the summations

Lw; p(ri,k = r7,k lwi, {3)p(wi)-

We model the route

choice probabilities using the multinomial logit model. The multinomial logit
model and its variations are widely used to calculate the probability of choosing
a route from a known set of all candidate routes [94, 95, 96]. Note that this model
assumes that the travelers have enough information to make their choices in a
calculated way, but the preference of one route over another remains probabilistic,
which is emphasized when the utility values of the routes do not differ much.
Following the prior developments in the multi-modal transit route choice
modeling [94, 96], and based on the random utility theory [97], a linear utility
function valuates the utility that traveler i = 1, 2, ... , N assigns to route ri,k on
travel occasion k = 1, 2, ... , Ki at time tiX
V(ti,k, ri,k) = -{3 * E(ti,k, ri,k)
= -/3time * T(ti,k, ri,k ) - hare * F(ti,k, Yi,k ) -

* W(t i,k, ri,k) - /3ntrans * Z(ri,k )
f3crowdedness * C(ti,k, Yi,k )-

/3ttrans

(4.1)

Recall that ti,k is the starting time of observable trip 1\ k· Also, in (4.1 ), the route
attributes T(ti,k, ri,k), W(ti,k, ri,k), Z(ri,k), F(ti,k, ri,k ) and C(ti,k, ri,k) stand for the
travel time, transfer time, number of transfers, travel cost and crowdedness
for route ri,k at time ti,k, respectively. These attribute values figure in the total
route utility calculation with the corresponding utility weights
/3ntrans, h are, f3crowdednessl-

/3 = [/3time, /3ttrans,

It is worth mentioning that some of the route attributes

T(ti,k, ri,k), F(ti,k, ri,k ) and C(ti,k, ri,k ) can be further split to accommodate the

valuation of the different parts of route ri,k, corresponding to different transit
modes. For example, T(ti,k, ri,k) can be split into ybusui,k, ri,k ) and ymetro ui,k, ri,k)
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to capture the travel times spent on bus and metro separately, with different
utility weights; the definition of /3time would then be expanded accordingly.
Now a traveler's route choice probability can be modeled as the multinomial
logit function. Specifically, the probability that traveler i = 1, 2, ... , N chooses the
true route

r l*k
,

on occasion k = 1, 2, ... , Ki can be expressed as,

(4.2)

with ri,k E R(wi)- In (4.2), all of these routes' utilities are evaluated at time

ti,k·

The path size logit model of [98] is a modification of the traditional multinomial logit model (4.2). It corrects the route choice probability by giving a special
consideration to the situations where the candidate routes are sharing some route
segment(s). More specifically, [98] argue that the presence of the shared segments
must reduce the probability of the intersecting routes being chosen over any
other candidate route. The path size logit model expresses the probability of a
traveler choosing route

rtkover all the other candidate routes as
(4.3)

where

Sr*

~

is the path size overlap correction factor for route

any route r E R(wi), one has

Sr

= L aEr,

r;
'

k·

Generally, for

t; Ja, with La denoting the length of

segment a E r (r E R(wi)) that overlaps with other candidate routes in R(wi ); Tr
denoting a segment set that contains such segments of router that some other
candidate routes intersect with; Na denoting the number of such routes in the
route set R(wi ) that contain segment a in them; and Lr denoting the length of
router E R(wi)-
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Since all the true trips rt k are known, then it is reasonable to use maximum
likelihood estimation to estimate the utility weight vector {3 and true ODs

w;

(latent). This means that the product of all trip choice probabilities, fL Tik p(i\,k =

rt k), can be maximized to obtain the estimates of /3 and wi.
However, there are still two issues that need to be addressed before apply
ing the model: one concerned with route attributes evaluation, and the other
concerned with the specification of eligible OD sets.
First, note that for any route ri,k along OD Wi at time ti,k, only the part of
this route - namely trip ri,k - is observable. So there arises the question: how
does one obtain the route attributes E(ti,k, ri,k) of route ri,k with only the partially
available information? Let us denote the part of the route from the route origin to
the first boarding station (station-level origin) as

,trn

I

and the part of the route

from the last alighting station (station-level destination) to the route destination
as rf,,/. To recap, for an OD Wi, a possible route ri,k consists of parts rt? in, ri,k and

rf,1,/. Usually, the parts ,tt n and rf}/ are short (distance-wise) and completed by
foot. So it is reasonable to construct ,tt n and rf}/ using the shortest walking
path logic. Then, the assumed one-to-one correspondence between ri,k and ri,k
is assured. Furthermore, the attribute values of route ri,k can be calculated by
summing up the attributes of rt? in, ri,k and rf}/: E(ti,k, ri,k) = E(ti,k, ,ttn) +

E(ti,k, ri,k) + E(ti,k, rf}/).
To the second issue: how does one select the eligible OD set wi, for ODIP
to make inference of the OD for traveler i There exist several approaches to
restricting this set, e.g., a distance-based approach, a survey-based approach, etc.
We offer a new, problem-specific, data-driven approach, to be discussed in detail
in Section 5.4.
We are now ready to formulate ODIP as a maximization problem. Its solution
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will include the inferred utility weight vector

/3 and inferred ODs Wi

for all

travelers, i = 1, 2, ... , N, as follows,

{/3, wi}

=

argmax
{3,w ;

ITITQ:::
p(,\k = ,7,k lwi)p(wi))
i
k
w;

= argmax ITITQ:::p(ri,k = rt klwi,/3)p(wi)),
{3,w ;

i

k

w;

where all the notations are as summarized in Table 1, and p(ri,k = rtk lwi, /3) is
the route choice probability function in equation (4.3). The only unknowns in
this formulations are j3 and Wi, i = 1, 2, ... , N. The next section will introduce the
process of the ODIP instance generation from AFC data, and discuss the details
of the ODIP solution methodology.

4.4

Instance Specification and Methodology

This section introduces the methodology for solving ODIP. As stated earlier, the
information known to an analyst formulating an instance of ODIP - the ODIP
inputs - is the travel trajectory data of transit system users. he first subsection
discusses data pre-processing step. The second subsection addresses the next step
of selecting the eligible ODs for each traveler. We propose a data-driven method
to limit the set of eligible ODs of each traveler to include only a few, based on
the travel history data. This process is called "eligible OD analysis". Finally,
we present an expectation maximization method to solve ODIP, in the third
subsection where the utility weight vector and inferred true ODs are estimated
iteratively.
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4.4.1

Data Pre-processing

AFC data records mode specific transactions not trips and therefore we post
process the transaction data to derive input required for formulating ODIP.
Typically, one transaction record contains information as boarding station/time,
alighting station/time, price paid, etc., at one point where a user card is swiped.
Meanwhile, in a multi-modal travel environment, a complete station-level OD
trip may involve multiple swipes, and moreover, may easily involve changing
transit modes; thus, during the AFC data cleaning and reorganization steps,
multiple transaction records may be recognized as the same trip. To extract trip
history of a traveler, their multiple transactions are first combined, and then,
the attributes of the part of the trip from the station-level origin to destination
are evaluated, considering travel times, number of transfers, fare(s) paid, etc.
In addition, the measure of crowdedness of a trip needs to be introduced and
computed, as no such measure is recorded by default. To measure the crowd
edness of a vehicle (e.g., bus or metro car), we count the number of individuals
taking the same vehicle at the same time. Crowdedness values are extracted by
screening the entire AFC dataset.
For the purpose of the testing of our ODIP algorithm, we randomly divide the
data set into the training and test datasets. The sizes of these datasets correspond
to 70% and 30% of the total number of observed distinct trips, respectively. For
all these trip ODs, the eligible OD sets are constructed. The training dataset is
then used for inference, and the test dataset is used to assess the performance of
our algorithm in solving ODIP.
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4.4.2

Eligible OD Analysis

Specifying an instance of the ODIP, based on the historical data of AFC system
operation, is a challenge in itself. In particular, eligible ODs have to be selected in
such a way that ODIP could be properly solved and produce a practically useful
solution.
The set of eligible ODs for a given traveler should include only such ODs
that it is practically feasible that this traveler may be traveling along these points,
given the observations of their trips. Without eliminating some origins and desti
nations for this traveler, solving ODIP would require too much computational
power. Besides, the ODIP solution comes in the form of a distribution over the
set of eligible ODs, and in case there is too many of them, even the best ODs
would end up having relatively low belief levels. Eligible OD analysis allows
us to intelligently extract OD candidates from the data and identify a-priori the
most probable ones, given each traveler's same-OD trip history.
Recall that we denote by ran observable trip, which is as a part of a complete
route r that a traveler takes. Observable trip choice rate is considered a prior
knowledge, which in practice can be obtained from historical data or other
information. We note that, we use the information from historical AFC data to
perform eligible OD analysis in this chapter. However, such information may
not be readily available. We address this in Section 4.5.3.6 to further discuss the
effect of such prior knowledge of eligible OD set.
Based on some prior knowledge of travel patterns in the studied population,
for a given origin-destination pair Ox Dy, one can approximate the rate at which
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trip r is taken along this OD, as follows,

To clarify, with Ox, x

=

1, 2, ... , X, as potential origin points and Dy, y

=

1, 2, ... , Y,

as potential destination points, Count(rlOxDy) denotes the number of times that
the observable trip r appears in the data (survey plus AFC history combied) over
the entire traveler population, for travel that takes place along OD Ox Dy by any
traveler. In order to avoid zero probabilities in the results of this calculation,
Laplace smoothing can be applied, so that all Count() values are bounded by 0.01
from below. Now, the rate of trip r being taken along OD Ox Dy is obtained,

-1

Rate(r OxDy) =

Count(rlOxDy) + 0.01
•
L r' ER(OxDy)(Count(r1 IOx Dy)+ 0.01)

(4.4)

Once an analyst evaluates all the rates over the observable trips for each given
OD, the second step is to determine which ODs to keep in the eligible OD set
for each traveler i = 1, 2, ... , N based on his/her history. Suppose his/her trip
history contains an observable trip ri,k, k = 1, 2, ... , Ki, where k denotes the trip
occasion. The propensity that OxDy should be considered as traveler i's eligible
OD is then evaluated by applying equation (4.4) in the framework of the Naive
Bayes method[99],
-

.

- .

-

.

_

Prop(OxDy 1r1,1, r1,2, ... , r1,k) -

=

RateCi\ ,1, r i,2, ... , 'i,k lOxDy) * Rate(OxDy)
_
_ I
Lx,y Rate(ri,1, ri,2, ... , ri,k Ox Dy) * Rate(OxDy)

Rate(i\1 IOxDy)Rate(i\2 IOxDy)... Rate(ri,k IOxDy)
Lx,y Rate(ri,1 IOxDy)Rate(ri,2IOxDy)... Rate(ri,k lOxDy).

For each traveler i, any Ox Dy with the corresponding value Prop(OxDy lri,1, ri, 2 , ... , ri,k) >
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vis then confirmed as an eligible OD (denoted as wi); the threshold v should be
chosen appropriately by the analyst. If, based on his/her trip history, a traveler
is found to only have one eligible OD in their eligible OD set, then this only
OD is immediately declared to be his/her inferred OD; in this case, no further
inference needs to be performed. For the travelers with more than one OD in the
eligible OD set, the Expectation Maximization method is prescribed to infer the
most likely OD of them all, as detailed in the next subsection.

4.4.3

Expectation Maximization

Given the set of eligible ODs wi for each traveler i = 1, 2, ... , N, an expectation
maximization method, presented here, solves ODIP, i.e., infers the ODs and
utility weight vector elements for all travelers.
Built upon our prior works in simultaneously estimating traveler characteristics and OD information [93], we apply the following Expectation Maximization
methodology. Recall that ri,k denotes the route that traveler i = 1, 2, ... , N chooses
to follow on occasion k = 1, 2, ... , Ki at time ti,k with the route attributes E(ti,k, ri,k),
where the observable trip part is denoted by 1\k· With wi denoting the traveler
i's latent OD, our Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) algorithm is designed
to return the best estimator for the utility weight vector {3. The product of the
likelihood values across all the observed trips r;k, i = 1, 2 ... , N, k = 1, 2, ... , Ki,
is expressed as

fL Tik p(ri,k = rtk),

and following the logic of Section 3" the
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Maximum Likelihood Estimator /3 is obtained as

/3 = arg max TI TI p(i\k = r7,k)
f3

i

k

= arg max LL log(L p(i\,k = r1,k, wi))
f3

i

k

w;

= argmax L I:log(L p(i\k = r1,klwi, /3)p(wi)).
f3

i

k

w;

Note that the parameter vector j3 figures into the obtained log-likelihood function
according to the specification of our route choice model expressed through
(4.1 ) and (4.3). Under some constructed distribution of wi, expressed via the
probability mass function values Q~ over the range Wi = w E

wi

(see, e.g., [99]

and [100] for reference), one has
1-i _
fJ -

'°' '°'l ( '°'

arg max L.,,; L; og
f3

i

k

Qi PCG,k = r1,klw, /3)p(w))
w
i
·
WE~
Qw
L.,,;

By using the Jensen's inequality for log-concave functions, the log likelihood
function of our estimator is bounded from below,

To make a bound tight in (4.5), Q~ values for each traveler i = 1, 2, ... , N are
constructed as follows [99],
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where {Yi,dk=l,2, ...,K; denotes the trip history of traveler i. Since it is assumed that
the travelers' ODs never change, then

Q1
w·

QL becomes

= p(wlYi 1, Yi 2, .. .Yi K, {3)
I

I

l

I

P(ri 1, Yi 2, ...Yi K lw, {3)p(w)
Lw p(ri,1, Yi,2, ...Yi,K; lw, {3)p(w)
p(ri,k = Yi,l lw, {3)p(ri,k = Yi,2lw, {3) ... p(Yi,k = Yi,K; lw, {3)p(w)
Lw p(Yi,k = Yi,l lw, {3)p(Yi,k = Yi,2lw, {3, )... p(Yi,k = Yi,K; lw, {3, )p(w)' \lwEwi.
(4.6)
I

I

I

l

=-----------

=

Note that at this point, the practical meaning of the prior

QL becomes clear: it

is our belief that traveler i has w E wi as his/her OD given that he/she takes the

QL has been chosen
that makes the lower bound tight in (4.5), it follows that given QL constructed as
trips Yi,1, Yi, 2, ...Yi,K; at his/her preference ({3). Since a proper

in (4.6),

{3 - argmax L;L;
A

_

" "

f3

i

k

"

L;
WE Wi

Qi l
w

og

(p(Yi,k =r7,klw,{3)p(w))
i

·

Q W

Now, we can use the conventional expectation maximization (EM) logic to
solve ODIP. The conventional EM logic [99] describes an iterative algorithm
that has two main steps: the expectation (E) step, which tries to "guess" the
distribution of the values of the hidden variable(s); and the maximization (M)
step, which updates the hidden variable(s) based on the "guesses" and solves
the objective to optimality. The EM algorithm goes back and forth between the E
and M steps until convergence.
Specifically, in the process of solving ODIP, in E step, we calculate the posterior probability of the hidden variable w Ewi based on the current setting of
another decision variable, namely the utility weight vector {3, and travelers' trip
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history. In this step, {3 is a known parameter obtained from its initial value or the
preceding M step. In the M step, the posterior probability of the hidden variable
w Ewi is used to find the optimal value of the utility weight vector, {3, through

the maximization of the objective function. The details of the Estep and M step
for solving ODIP are explained as follows.
The E step lies using /3 coming from the M step in order to calculate Q~'s:
for each observed route fi,k and each OD pair Wi, i = 1, 2, ... , N,
1

Q = p(wlri l, Yi 2, ···'i K, {3)
w·

,

,

,

l

p(ri,k = 'i,l lw, {3)p(fi,k = 'i,2lw, {3) ... p(ri,k = Yi,K; lw, {3)p(w)
Lw p(i\k = 'i,l lw, {3)p(ri,k = 'i,2lw, {3, )... p(i\k = 'i,K; lw, {3, )p(w)
... p(rik
= p(rik, = ri1lw,{3)p(rik
,
, = ri2lw,{3)
,
, = YiK-lw,{3)p(w)
,
Vw Ewi
Lw p(ri,k = ri,1 lw, {3)p(ri,k = ri,2lw, {3, )... p(ri,k = ri,K; lw, {3, )p(w)

=-----------------------

l

,

In the above function, p(ri,klw, {3) is the probability that traveler i chooses ri,k
(with attributes E(ti,k, ri,k)) as his/her route on occasion k, given that his/her
OD is w Ewi and preference vector is {3. This probability is calculated following
the path size logit model in (4.3). The prior probability values, p(w), w E wi,
are assumed equal; alternatively, these values can be set based on any available
outside information, such as population-wide surveys.
The M step lies in using Q~ coming from the Estep to compute

/3,

This maximization problem can be solved by any non-linear optimization algorithm, similarly to solving the conventional multinomial logit route choice model
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[101].
The E and M steps are repeated until convergence to arrive at the final estimate
of the traveler preference vector {3. At the same time, the inferred OD based on
each trip observation is extracted, once we the best estimator (3 becomes avaiable,

U\

= arg max IT p(wl1\k, {3), Vi = 1, 2, ... , N.
W EW i

k

In the next section, the real-world AFC data are used to further illustrate, apply
and validate our ODIP approach.

4.5

Case Study and Results

For our study, we use AFC data that contains all the metro and bus routes within
Seoul Metropolitan area. This data consist of 12 weeks of transactions providing
sufficient cases of travelers' trips, with each traveler has same OD multi-day trips.
During those 12 weeks, more than 1 billion transaction records were generated.
Each record contains information such as card ID number, boarding/alighting
stations and times, etc. For each card ID, we combined some of its records as
well as some of the route information (travel time, fare, etc.). During the process,
we generate new route information such as transfer time, number of transfers
and crowdedness [102], to make sure the trip information is completed and
ready for applied to the ODIP model. We develop computational algorithms to
handle scalability given the large data set and discuss the results of the proposed
methodology.
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4.5.1

Scaling AFC data

Our original plan was to infer the ODs. However, there is no ground truth of
true OD information in AFC data, thus, it is impossible to verify the accuracy
of inference. Therefore, we assume the first boarding station and last alighting
station (station-level OD) are origin and destination for a multi-modal trip. If
we have a multi-modal trip starting and ending both at bus station, but involve
metro trip in between, we can scale back this multi-modal trip and use it as
instances for ODIP model. By scaling back one level and assuming we only know
a part of the AFC trip (the metro part), we will be able to apply and validate
our ODIP model. Now the origin and destination (wi) of traveler i are the first
boarding and last alighting stations. The known information would be all the
route attributes between this OD Wi· The ODIP problem now becomes a stationlevel OD inference problem with only knowing the trip history of metro users
(See Figure 4.1 ).

Home

Walking

Boarding

Bus/Metro

Station

Unknown

True Origin,
Unknown

Not Available in AFC

AFC Recorded

Not Available in AFC

Transfer

Bus/Metro

Station
Known

Transfer
Station

Bus/Metro

Alighting
Station

Workplace

Unknown

Known

Known

Walking

True Destination,
Assumed Origin,

Assumed Boarding Station

Assumed Alighting Station

Known, but assumed unknown

Known

Known

Unknown

Assumed Destination,
Known, but assumed unknown

Figure 4.1: Typical Trip and Assumed Trip using AFC

4.5.2

Illustrative Example

For this part, we demonstrate a real case in the data set involving multiple
travelers that travel along same OD every day for a week. By observing the
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transit route choices of travelers, we infer the origin of these multi-day trips.
In the transit system, each station has its ID. We can represent the route
between these two stations as a pair of station IDs. We present traveler ID
0B05FEB00E9E6500 as an example. By screening AFC data, we found that during
these five day period, he/ she would either choose metro route (232,224) or
(230,224). As his/her destination station is a metro station, which is within the
observable transit system, inferring origin is equivalent to OD inference.
By screening historical data of all travelers, we can find out that the eligible
origin candidates for metro route (232,224) are ODs [10428,224], [10532,224]
among many others; eligible OD candidates for metro route (230,224) are [10428,
224] and [10532, 224] among many other stations as well. The only intersection
set between these two OD candidate sets are [10428, 224] and [10532, 224], all
other OD candidates with extremely low probability. Therefore, 10428 and 10532
are the eligible origins if one's route history only contains metro route (232,224)
and (230,224) (See Figure 4.2). This step is the above-mentioned eligible OD
analysis.
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Figure 4.2: Eligible Origins for Traveler 0B05FEB00E9E6500

The second step is to use EM method to infer the true origin. We can see this
traveler only take (232,224) on the third day. On the rest of the days, he/she
took (230,224) instead. Once the EM method reaches convergence, based on the
inferred utility weight vector and the travel environment on that day, we can
calculate the probability of 10428 being the true origin, as well as the probability
of 10532 being the true origin (See Table 4.2) for each day. For example, in the
first day, this traveler was observed to take metro route (230,224). In this case,
based on the route attributes extracted, the chance that he/ she comes from origin
10428 is 65% and from origin 10532 is about 35%. The same calculation can be
repeated for all five workdays. Finally, by multiplying this probability over five
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days for Origin 10428 and Origin 10532, and rescale the 5-day probability to a
100% scale, the probability of each bus station being the origin can be calculated
(Table 4.2). This traveler's inferred origin is the bus station with highest rescaled
5-day probability between Origins 10428 and 10532, and then we can assume
it as the true origin for this traveler. In Table 4.2, we can see Origin 10428 will
be the true origin of traveler 0B05FEB00E9E6500 since it has higher product of
probability over this five-day period. The result is true when compared with
ground truth showed in Figure 4.3.
We can see that with the increasing number of data being used from various
days, the product of probability may vary. For example, if the 2 days (day 1 and
day 2), 3 days (day 1, ..., day 3), 4 days (day 1, ..., day 4), 5 days (day 1, ..., day 5)
of data have been used, we may come to the result that the probability of Origin
10428 being the true origin is 0.85, 0.80, 0.96, and 0.88; and the probability of
Origin 10532 being the true origin is 0.15, 0.20, 0.04, and 0.12. Multi-day data
does help us to calculate and confirm the probability of eligible Origin 10428 to
be the true origin.
Metro Route Choice

Probability of OD [10428, 224]

Probability of OD [10532, 224]

Day l

230,224

0.65

0.35

Day 2

230,224

0.75

0.25

Day3

232,224

0.42

0.58

Day 4

230,224

0.86

0.14

Day5

230,224

0.23

0.77

0.88

0.12

Product of Probabilities
over 5 days, Rescaled

Table 4.2: Probability of Eligible ODs from EM Inference Methods for Traveler
0B05FEB00E9E6500
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4.5.3

OD Inference Results and Discussion

By screening AFC historical data and applying eligible OD analysis, we find
out that around 44.22% of the travelers' ODs can be limited to only one candi
date. This only eligible OD is defined as a candidate OD that has much higher
probability of being true OD than the second-ranked candidate, after eligible
OD analysis. That means, for those travelers, their ODs can be inferred directly
without performing any further analysis (i.e. Expectation Maximization) .
The remaining 55.78% users have more than one OD candidates after eligible
OD analysis. The proposed EM method is applied to find the true ODs of these
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338 total metro users. In our study, we examine and validate the EM model
by considering three important three performance metrics of ODIP model: 1)
accuracy of OD inference, 2) the accuracy and convergence of inferred utility
weight vector and the 3) running time. The most important performance metric
is accuracy of OD inference. We use 10 fold cross validation to calculate this
accuracy.

4.5.3.1

Initial Values of Utility Weight Vectors

There are many factors affecting the above three performance metrics. The initial
value of utility weight vector is one of them. We found that in the vast majority of
our model training process, if the initial value of utility weight vector is outside
the range of [-0.001,0.001], inferred utility weight vector will not converge even
after many iterations, see Table 4.3. The definition of convergence for utility
weight vectors are that we can see the values are closer to a certain value with
the increase of iteration. However, if it does not converge, the most common
situation of utility weight vector is that the values will jump between several
values, and increasing the number of iteration will not help stay stable.
Values of utility weight vector is mainly dependent on the unit of route
attributes we are using, and we compare these values in the later section 4.5.3.5,
against estimation results of a multinomial logit model of a multi-modal route
choice model. Our suggestion for initial values is to start with reasonable range
of utility weight vector found in other references (i.e. [103]). Another strategy is
try different initial values (i.e. 1, 1 * 10- 1 , 1 * 10- 2 , etc.), see whether the result
will converge or not - for example, line search can be useful in identifying a range
of values. We use random values within range [-0.001,0.001] to train the EM
model. Result shows that as long as we keep other factors same, the randomness
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of initial value of utility weight vector will not affect the final inferred value of
utility weight vector - all results will converge to the same values.
Initial Value of Utility Weight Vector
Convergence (Utility Weight Vector)
Accuracy (OD Inference)

-5
No

-2.5 -1
No No

-0.1 -0.01 -0.001 -0.0001 0.0001 0.001
No No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
~0.8
~0.8
~ 0.8 ~0.8

0.01 0.1
No N o
-

1
No

2.5
No

5
No

Table 4.3: Initial Value of Utility Weight Vector and Convergence

4.5.3.2

Route Attributes

Another important factor that affect the performance metrics is route attributes.
The number of route attributes (bus travel time, metro travel time, transfer time,
etc.) and the combination of them are two aspects that we are going to consider.
Generally speaking, we see the result that more route attributes used, the worse
the performance metrics (Table 4.4). If there are more than three route attributes
are used, in most of the times, inferred value of utility weight vector will not
converge after many iterations, and the running time too long between every
EM iteration. Therefore, we use 2 or 3 route attributes to model the route choice
probabilities. This shows that having many attributes to describe the behavior
does not necessarily work to improve inference results, and may even work
negatively by over fitting the observations.
In order to identify the best attributes for inference, we test all the possible
combinations of current route attributes. Some of the combinations with high
accuracy of OD inference are listed in Table 4.5. Bus travel time, metro travel time
and crowdedness of bus is the best combination to be applied in the EM model.
They are generally three most important route attributes when travelers making
their route choice decisions. Besides, under these three route attribute setting,
the accuracy of OD inference is considered high enough (80.7% accuracy).
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Number of parameters used
Convergence (Utility Weight Vector)

2
Yes

3
Yes

>3
No

Table 4.4: Number of Route Attributes Used and Utility Weight Vector Convergence
Route Attributes Used
T_bus, Cbus
T_metro, C_bus
F, PS_bus
Cbus, PS_bus
Lbus, T_metro, C_bus
T_metro, F, C_bus
T _metro, C_bus, C_metro
F, C_bus, C_metro
F, Cbus, PS_bus

Accuracy (OD Inference)
81.1%
80.2%
80.9%
80.5%
80.7%
80.4%
80.5%
80.7%
81.2%

Convergence (Utility Weight Vector)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 4.5: Route Attributes Used, Accuracy of OD Inference and Utility Weight
Vector Convergence
4.5.3.3

Data Availability

Finally, we have to consider how the size of data is affecting the model performance metrics. We test the performance metrics under the situation that only
10%, 20%, ...,90% of the whole data are used. For different sizes of data we used,
we still perform a 10-fold corss-validation to test its OD inference accuracy. Result shows that if the data size is small, the value of utility weight vector will
not guaranteed to converge after many iterations. For example, if we only use
10% of the data as input of EM model, only 3 of 10 situations of the 10-fold
cross-validation process will converge. When there are enough training data (2:
80%), the value utility weight vector will be expected to converge. 10 of of 10
situations of the 10-fold cross-validation process will converge. However, we
find that the size of training data determines the convergence, it doesn't necessarily improve the accuracy of the OD inference. These result suggest that if the
data availability is limited to a smaller set of data, running multiple experiments
for convergence and this still result in considerably accurate results. We note
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that unless mentioned otherwise, the rest of experiments are based on all of 338
travelers data and validated using cross-validation.
Sample
Convergence
Number of cases that converge
Accuracy
Size
(Utility Weight Vector) during 10-fold cross-validation (OD Inference)
0.1
No
0.78
3
No
4
0.89
0.2
No
4
0.95
0.3
0.4
No
4
0.86
No
0.5
0.73
3
No
0.84
0.6
6
No
0.77
0.7
6
0.8
Yes
0.78
10
Yes
0.81
0.9
10

Table 4.6: Training Data Size, Accuracy of OD Inference and Utility Weight Vector
Convergence

4.5.3.4

OD Inference Accuracy

Result shows that true ODs can be accurately identified by performing EM
method for around 83% of these metro users, when comparing to the ground
truth. Therefore, we use accuracy of 83% to define the accuracy of our OD in
ference result. The route attributes we used are travel's bus travel time, metro
travel time and crowdedness of bus. The EM model will be converged and yield
the final OD inference result in about 20 seconds (Table 4.7). The accuracy of OD
inference for these 338 travelers using null model is only around 30%. By com
bining eligible OD analysis and EM method, our ODIP model can successfully
infer traveler's true ODs for 89% of the total users (Table 4.8).
Final Inferred

Convergence

Accuracy

Model Running

Utility Weight Value

(Utility Weight Vector)

(OD Inference)

Time (Seconds)

Travel Time, bus

5.lSE-04

Yes

Travel Time, metro

-3.39E-04

Yes

81%

20.33

Crowdedness, bus

3.29E-03

Yes

Route Attributes Used

Table 4.7: Summary of EM Inference Methods
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Inferred by Eligible OD Analysis

Inferred by EM m ethod

Total

Number of Travelers

268

338

606

Percentage

44.22%

55.78%

100%

Accuracy (OD Inference

~ 99%

~ 81%

~ 89%

Table 4.8: Results from ODIP (Eligible OD Analysis and EM Inference Methods
Combined)

4.5.3.5

Traveler Preference (Utility Weight Vector) Inference

Since the utility weight vector can also be estimated by using conventional
discrete choice model, it can serve as a validation for the value of utility weight
vector inferred from EM method. Our result shows that results from traditional
discrete choice model and EM method are close to each other.
We tested two route choice models: in the first one, we choose all the proposed
route attributes and fit them into the multinomial logit model. In the second
one, we only used the route attributes that was chosen in our ODIP model. The
McFadden's pseudo-R squared is a measurement of the model performance,
and we can see model 1 outperform model 2 since it has a higher McFadden's
pseudo-R squared value, which means, it has higher predictive ability compared
to null model, than model 2.
What we can learn from the complete model (model 1) is that some of the
route attributes are not significant enough to be used to predict a traveler's route
choice activity. It also confirmed that our choice of route attributes to be used
in EM methods (bus travel time, metro travel time, and crowdedness of bus)
are also significant factors that will affect a traveler's probability of choosing a
particular route. If we take a close look at the complete model (model 1), we can
find factors have a negative effect on the probability of choosing a route, which
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indeed confirms that these factors (i.e., higher travel time, higher transfer time,
higher cost, etc.) increase disutility.
Crowededness influence the probability of choosing a route positively. While
this is counter-intuitive, this is believed to associate that if an increase of metro
and/ or bus levels of service is achieved, the probability of a traveler choosing
an improved route will increase (for most travelers). Possible reasons of such
positive effects of crowededness are that the attractiveness of crowdedness can be
attributed to the high demand of such routes: instead of capturing the negative
disutility of crowdedness, crowdedness is also representing how popular a route
is.
Also, the bus travel time has a positive effect on the probability of choosing a
route. Positive signs for bus travel time may be attributed to the high accessibility
of bus stations: walking times to bus stations are usually shorter than walking
times to metro stations.
Mod el 1

Macf R Sq: 0.035

Variable

Selected ? Coefficient

Intercept

Yes

-1.39E-15

Travel Time Bus

Yes

8.46E-04

Travel Time Metro

Yes

-3.60E-04

Transfer Time

Yes

-2.30E-03

N umber fo Transfers

Yes

5.22E-03

Model2

Macf R Sq: 0.017

EM

Sig

Selected ? Coefficient

***

Yes

9.25E-05

Yes

5.15E-04

Yes

-7.13E-04

***

Yes

-3.39E-04

Yes

1.39E-03

***

Yes

3.29E-03

Sig

Selected ? Coefficient

***

Travel Cost

Yes

-9.58E-04

*

Crowdedness Bus

Yes

1.16E-03

***

Crowd edness Metro

Yes

7.0lE-05

Path Size Correction Bus

Yes

7.37E-01

Path Size Correction Metro

Yes

5.46E-01

***

Sig: *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1

Table 4.9: Comparison of Model Coefficient between fitted Discrete Choice Model
and EM method
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4.5.3.6

Eligible ODs and Their Prior Effects

In order to further explore the effect of prior (OD candidates) extracted from
historical data, we test how different priors will affect the OD inference accuracy
in the EM method. By using the historical AFC data alone, we find that if a
traveler has multiple eligible ODs after OD analysis, on average, he/ she will
have three eligible ODs. Therefore, in addition to the eligible OD extracted from
historical AFC data for each traveler, we arbitrarily add additional 1-3 eligible
OD(s) to the OD candidate set initially screened by available data.
The result shows that the accuracy of OD inference is reduced by 9% point
, 15% point, and 19% point for the result from EM method, if we add 1, 2 and
3 additional arbitrary eligible ODs for a traveler (Table 4.10). The reason for
this is that even arbitrarily added eligible ODs usually have a low probability
to be chosen for travelers on that day, the more the eligible ODs, the more noisy
information we will have for inference. This experiment shows that ODIP model
depends on the eligible ODs obtained by eligible OD analysis, and the eligible
OD need to be carefully chosen.
On the other hand, we can see even with the additional added ODs, the OD
inference accuracy is still much higher than the accuracy obtained from its null
model, which is a model that choose inferred ODs randomly from the eligible
OD set. This shows that although the eligible ODs is an important factor of OD
inference accuracy, but prior effect is not a deciding factor.
#

of Eligible ODs obtained from Historical AFC Data,

# of Additional Arbitrary ODs,

per traveler, on average

per traveler, on average

#

of Total Eligible ODs,

N ull Model Accuracy

OD Infe rence Accuracy

per travele r, on average

3

0

3

1/ 3 ss 0.33

0.81

3

1

4

1/ 4= 0.25

0.72

3

2

5

1/ 5 = 0.20

0.66

3

3

6

1/6 ss 0.17

0.62

Table 4.10: OD Inference Accuracy when Additional Eligible OD exists
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4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we develop and apply an inference framework for distilling
multi-modal routing preferences for transit system users and their true ODs,
based on a real-world AFC data set, through probabilistic learning built upon
Expectation Maximization approach. The inferential power of the proposed
methods and tools stems from the observations of how the travelers revise
their choices (recorded by transactions) on perturbations of travel environment
conditions.
In order to solve our ODIP model, we use EM method to gradually updated
the true OD andutility weightfor travelers to the optimal. This model had been
applied and validated by using AFC data from Seoul, South Korea. Due to lack
of true OD information as validation data, we scaled back our data and only infer
the first boarding and last alighting bus stations (station-level OD) for metro
users. By combining eligible OD analysis and EM method, we could solve ODIP
problem and infer traveler's OD with an accuracy of 89%, and the result is robust
even with noisy eligible OD candidates. At the same time, estimated travel
preferences from EM method is close to the results from traditional discrete route
choice model.
The methodology adopted in this chapter can be extended to infer the true
OD of AFC card users in the future. However, it is till a challenge to pick
out eligible OD candidates without prior knowledge. Our future research will
focus on improve the efficiency of extracting eligible ODs from other useful
information, such as distance-based or survey-based priors, so that the data
driven method proposed in this chapter will not be a restriction for ODIP in
many other applications.

Data-driven Transit Route Design
Model Using Automated Fare
Collection Data

5.1

Introduction and Background

Public transportation is considered a critical part of the urban transportation
system. Compared with its private counterpart, public transportation will reduce
energy consumption, mitigate air pollution, alleviate traffic congestion, and
enhance the mobility, potentially for disadvantaged populations. The procedures
describes such "design" of public transportation is usually referred as transit
network design problem (TNDP). This "design" of public transportation usually
includes five steps [104]: (1) design of routes; (2) setting of frequencies; (3)
timetabling; (4) vehicle scheduling; and (5) crew scheduling. With so many
aspects to be considered, the core of TNDP is the "design of route" step, also
referred as Transit Route Network Design Problem (TRNDP).
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The goal of TRNDP is to define a set of bus routes in a predefined area, each
route being determined by a sequence of bus stops. TRNDP has been studied
frequently during recent decades due to its complexity and significance. [105]
surveys the bus network design approaches used by British urban bus operators
in the 1980s and [106, 107, 108] examined and summarized details of common
models trying to solve TNDP in recent decades.
Typically, this problem is formulated as a non-linear optimization problem
with various objectives, variables, and constraints in most of the studies. Ob
jectives of designing routes of public transportation network should consider
both the user and operators perspectives. Literature indicates that most studies
focus on these five aspects [109, 104, 110, 111, 107]; (1) user benefit maximization
(2) operator cost minimization (3) capacity maximization (4) energy conserva
tion, and (5) total welfare maximization. Among them, total welfare combines
multiple objectives and trying to find a compromise of them.
When designing routes of public transportation network, many attributes
can be considered and their representations should be carefully chosen in the
mathematical modeling. Two sets of constraints are commonly seen in the mod
els: (1) vehicle operational characteristics, such as frequencies [112, 113], fare
[114], vehicle capacity, schedules or operational rules [115]; (2) travel environ
ment characteristics, such as stop locations [116, 117], road network [113], OD
demand [118], and other resource restrictions. More specifically, main constraints
in this model should consider the existing network, service area coverage, route
directness, demand satisfaction, and total length [106].

It has been mentioned that TRNDP is usually modeled as a mixed-integer
non-linear optimization problem (MINLP). In detail, such modeling approaches
include vehicle routing problem [119], a multicommodity flow model for model-
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ing bus routes and passenger flows [120, 121], or other forms of MINLP. Compu
tationally, TRNDP is categorized as NP-hard problem where traditional mathe
matical programming formulations and solutions cannot be efficiently applied
[122, 109, 123]. Solving such problems using traditional mathematical approaches
only works for small instances and therefore many studies have proved that
heuristic algorithms are suitable for real-world optimization problems. These
heuristic algorithms include local search, simulated annealing, tabu search, ge
netic algorithm, ant colony optimization, hybrid meta-heuristics, etc.
On the other hand, the development of information technology has allowed
new devices be implemented for the transit systems. In this way, information
of many aspects of transit systems such as road passenger's demand (such as
passenger's ODs) and road networks (such as travel times between two bus
stops), can be easily obtained. For example, automated vehicle location (AVL)
systems use Global Positioning System (GPS) technology can provide position
information of vehicles with an accuracy of approximately 2-3 m [124]. This
makes fleet management/schedule/navigation at lane level possible.
Automated Fare Collection (AFC) system is another example of such tech
nology. AFC not only collects fare automatically, but also records customer
travel information such as their station level Origin-Destination (OD) and corre
sponding times of transactions. This data have been used in many fields such as
OD estimation, travel behavior analysis, etc. The information most commonly
extracted from AFC data is station-to-station Origin-Destination (OD) travel
demand. Usually, if the AFC data has no algiting information is recorded, des
tination of each record will be estimated [23, 24, 25, 26, 27], and then the OD
matrices will be extraced and analyzed[28]. AFC data can also be used to dis
cover users' travel patterns [31, 32, 33], perform route choice estimation analysis
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[34, 35, 36], passenger's trip purpose inference [37], travel time analysis and

overall transit system reliability assessment [35, 38, 102]
These new data sets and rich information derived from these data, also enable
an opportunity for data-driven methodologies for problems such as TRNDP that
had been modeled as mathematical programming approach. These data enables
evaluation of transit systems that were originally modeled as constraints and
objectives. Here, we present a new data-driven framework and methodology
for TRNDP. The methodology learns the decision making process of bus route
design through AFC data, and predicts a new bus route network based on the
learned parameter settings. Due to the model's learning ability from data, the
input of large-scale, detailed data such as AFC data can potentially result in
a efficient and cost-effective bus route. Also, once the learning step is done,
predicting step will be much faster and effective than traditional mathmatical
modeling approach.
Some applications can illustrate the contributions of our work: (1) This model
can be applied in the duplication of a bus route network without complicated
mathematical formulation and solving methodologies, especially in designing a
new route network. (2) Improvement of current bus route network with evolving
learning process, the larger size of data it learns from, the higher possibility it
generates a "good" route network. (3) Fast deployment of routes when there are
changes on the OD demands. For example, it can provide route suggestions for
demand responsive transit (DRT) system, during off-peak time.
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5.2

Modeling Framework

Traditionally, TRNDP is formulated as a non-linear optimization problem with
considering various constraints from perspective of optimizing the overall qual
ity of transit service and lowering operational cost. The final goal of TRNDP is
to design a bus route network, that is, for each bus m, a route will be generated,
represented by a sequence of bus locations. A well trained deep neural network
(DNN) can sequentially generate a bus's next location, next next location, etc.,
based on this bus's current location and other deciding factors as input. Further
more, such route design will be compared with existing transit network so that
improvements of the new bus route network can be illustrated. This is called
"Predicting Step" in our model. However, this step is based on a well-trained
DNN, which will be generated through the "Learning Step". "Learning Step"
learns the parameter of DNN (weight matrices) through AFC data. The model
framework is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
There are two main steps of this route design model: the learning step and pre
dicting step. In the learning step, a fully connected DNN is applied to learn the
bus's movement strategies given its current location and nearby travel environ
ment information: such as potential passenger demands, other buses locations,
travel times to nearby locations, etc. This parameter training requires large
amount data to develop a well competent DNN that is able to predict and gen
erate new bus routes in the next step. This DNN will be trained using travel
environment information extracted from Automated Fare Collection (AFC) data.
In the predicting step, given a departing bus's origin station, its next location
will be predicted. Taking this next location as input and feeding it into DNN
with its neighborhood environment information, next next station of this bus will
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be obtained. Sequentially, the route of this bus will be generated. Once route of
one bus is predicted, the rest of buses will repeat the same process and all in all,
the route network will be designed. The routes of other buses are also important
factors for designing routes, so the later designed routes will be affected by the
former designed routes. Finally, we will evaluate the performance of new route
network based on pre-set objectives such as service coverage, total length, etc.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of Model Framework

5.3

Model and Methodology

This section introduces the details of our two-step route generation model and
the solution methodology. We first describe the model setup, data preparation,
and input deciding factors of the bus route design process. Next, we present a
DNN model and its learning process. Once the DNN model is trained, it can be
apply for designing a new bus route network.
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5.3.1

Model setup and Input Data

Several Definitions and terms are needed to introduce our model.
Cell: a cell is the minimum geographical unit in which all the travel environ
ment information (such passenger's demand) will be summarized. All the cells
are squares with 250 meter length and width.
Neighborhood Matrix : We define a 7*7 cell matrix centered at the current de
parting bus location as the neighborhood of this bus location. This neighborhood
matrix structure is illustrated in Figure 5.2. In this neighborhood matrix, external
cells are the cells on the margin of this 7*7 matrix, which contains an aggregated
information from this cell and beyond, as arrow indicated. The rest of the cells of
this matrix are called internal cells. We assume the close neighborhood (inner
cells) are more important, but still, further neighborhood (external cells) infor
mation need to be considered. All the cells will be numbered as illustrated, just
for reference purposes. Cell 1-8, 14,15,21,22,28,29,35,36,42-49 are external cells,
cell 25 is the current location of departing bus, and the rest of cells are inner cells
of this neighborhood matrix. The reason of choosing 250 meter as the cell size
is because the average distance between two stations are about 450 meters in
Seoul. 5*5 inner cells will capture most of the "next locations" for current bus.

If the distance of current and next station is further than 500 meters, the "next
locations" will be represented by corresponding external cells.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of Neighborhood Matrix

Time-step: it is the time attribute that is related to the departure time of center
departing bus. This is another dimension of neighborhood matrix. Lots of the
travel environment information in this neighborhood matrix is time sensitive,
such as the demand of passenger and the locations of other buses, they both
vary with time. Time-step is the minimum time unit we use in the model. It
is a 2 minute time period in which all the time sensitive travel environment
information will be summarized.
Travel environment information: it is defined as the data we need to infer
this bus's next location. They can be organized in this neighborhood matrix with
time-step format. Such travel environment data include: location of other buses,
passenger demands, location of available stations, location of previous stations
and travel times. The are introduced in details in later paragraph.
All the mathematical notations used in describing the model are listed in
Table 5.1. They will be introduced and used in the following description of our
proposed model.
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Bm,n

The location of bus mat its nth location, which is a part
of the existing route network.

Bm,ft

The predicted location of bus m at its nth location

Bm,n-Coord

The coordinates of location Bm,n

Bm,n-NMat Travel Environment information in Neighborhood Matrix for bus mat Bm,n, including locations of other buses,
passenger demands, location of available stations, location of previous stations, travel times

X~,n

Same as Bm,n-NMat, where e indicates the type of travel
environment information.

xem,n,z.

The travel information of type e stored at ith cell of
Neighborhood Matrix for bus m at Bm,n.

xem,n

=

uf~1{x~,n,i}
Hm ,n

The hidden layer of DNN given Bm,n-Coord and
Bm,n-NMat. Each node of hidden layer is denoted as
hm,n,k· Hm ,n

Um ,n

= U k{h m,n,d

The Initial output layer of DNN given Bm,n-Coord and
Bm,n-NMat. Each node of hidden layer is denoted as

um,n,o • Um,n = u50
o=l {u m,n,o }
Y m,n

The Initial output layer of DNN given Bm,n-Coord and
Bm,n-NMat. Each node of hidden layer is denoted as
o=l {y m,n,o }
Ym,n,o · y m,n = u SO

* m,ft

* can be travel environment, layers of DNN or other attributes. * m,ft is such attribute that relate to the predicted
location Bm,ft

w

The weight matrices between to layers of DNN
Table 5.1: Mathematical Notations for Model
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The final goal of this model is to design bus route network, specifically,
for each bus m, a route will be generated, represented by a sequence of bus
locations Bm,ii , where ft indicate the order of the station. The route generation
process is based on departing location Bm,1 of bus m and the neighborhood travel
environment Bm,n ·NMat at each location Bm,ii· Let us denote the coordinates of
location Bm,ii as Bm,fl·coord. Bm,n·NMat is a 7*7 cell neighborhood matrix (Figure
5.2) that centers at Bm,fl -Coord and contains the travel environment information
at each cell. Usually, information at internal cell and external cell are extracted
in different ways: internal cell only contains information within this cell itself,
while external cells contains information within as well as beyond this cell. We
denote X ~,n =

uf!1 x~,n,i' e = 1, 2, ... as the travel environment information for

type e. These types of information will be introduced as follows.
Some decision variables that have been often used in previous optimization
models also works in our model for making the route design decisions, such as
the design of other bus routes, passenger's demands, existing road network, etc.
The deciding factors of route design at an individual bus level is represented by
the below five variables, and they are all obtained at cell-level and ready to be
obtained once the center location of neighborhood matrix is given.
• Locations of other buses: in the neighborhood matrix, we will calculate
the total number of buses at inner each cell. For external cells, the number
of buses will be summed at and beyond this cell, and then divide by the
number of cells this external cell covers. This is the same as calculating the
average number of buses per cell at this external area.
• Passenger demands: in the neighborhood matrix, we will calculate the total
number of passenger that departing from each internal cell. For external
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cells, average number of departing passengers per cell will be calculated
for this external region.
• Location of available stations: in the neighborhood matrix, we will calculate
the total number of available stations for each internal cell. For external
cells, average number of stations per cell will be calculated for this external
region.
• Location of previous stations: in the neighborhood matrix, we will calculate
the total number of previous stations of the centered departing bus for each
internal cell. For external cells, average number of previous stations of the
centered departing bus per cell will be calculated for this external region.
• Travel times: in the neighborhood matrix, the travel time from centered
cell 25 to all other cells will be calculated and recorded at each cell. In
the travel time matrix, there will be no external cells to cover the external
region: neighborhood matrix will still be 7*7 but each cell will only record
the travel time between center cell to itself.

5.3.2

Learning Step

The purpose of learning step is to construct DNN architecture, train the model
and obtain a set of DNN parameters. Once the input, neighborhood travel
environment information (X~ ,n, e = 1, 2, ... ) has been processed and extracted
We assume once the travel environment information is given, the next station
of bus's movement can be obtained through a DNN model after a certain iterations of learning. The structure of proposed fully connected DNN is showed in
Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of DNN Architecture

Given the location of a departing bus Bm,n, we can obtain all the travel
environment information from its neighborhood at that time-step. All such
neighborhood matrices will be flatten and concatenated as a input layer of DNN
model. Define X~,n = uf!1 { x~,n,i} as the neighborhood matrix of travel environment e, where e is corresponding to location of other buses, passenger demands,
location of available stations, location of previous stations and travel times, i
indicate the cell order in this neighborhood matrix. Then Xm ,n = Ue { X~,n} is the
concatenated input layer of DNN.
Hm,n = Uk{hm,n,d is the hidden layer that between input layer and output

layer. Whether to apply single or multiple hidden layers is depend on the
performance of models. In our model, single hidden layer model has similar
performance as multiple hidden layer model, so only one hidden layer is applied. This will be discussed in section 5.4. W1 and W2 are the weight matrices
between input layer and hidden layer, and hidden layer and initial output layer
respectively.
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Finally the initial output layer U m,n = U~~l { Um,n,o } will be recalculated and
represented as a probabilistic output vector Y m,n = U~~l {Ym,n,o }. In the output
vector Y m,n, element o = 1-49 is corresponding the probability of cell 1-49 in the
neighborhood matrix to be chosen as the next station for centered departing bus,
with the last element wih o = 50 indicate the bus is at its terminal and has no
"next station" to go.
If the actual next location Bm n+l is known, it can be one-hot encoded (denoted
'

as function OneHot(*)) to the same dimension as Ym ,n, and then compared with
Ym,n , the the loss function can be written as Y m,n - OneHot(Bm,n+l)- The objective

of DNN learning is to find suitable weight matrices that

Min

L
I)Ym,n m n

OneHot(Bm,n+1))

This step can be done by using stochastic gradient descent through forward
and backward propagation.

5.3.3

Predicting Step

The purpose of predicting step is to generate route network based on road
network, passenger's demands and a set of origins of departing buses. The
learned weight matrices of DNN from learning step will be used in this step.
Now we only need to perform forward pass of DNN so that the location of its
predicted next station will be obtained. If we denote DNN as function DNN(*),
the coordinates of its predicted next location is:
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Bm,n+l·coord = (argmaxym,11 ,0 ).coord
0

= [argmax DNN(UeX~,11 )].coord
= [argmax DNN(Bm,n-NMat)].coord
where among Bm,n+l·coord only Bm,1-coord is known. All the Bm,n-NMat is
partially known because the location of other buses are generated sequentially.
Only the generated routes will be a part of Bm,n-NMat. Eventually, the routes
network Um,nBm,n+l for all bus m will be generated and stored.

5.4

Case Study and Results

This section introduces the solution methodology for proposed model that learning and generate the bus route network design, by using AFC data of Seoul,
Korea. Both learning and predicting steps are applied, and finally we find that
our proposed model is a plausible and practical methods for designing bus route
networks.

5.4.1

Learning Data and Study Area

AFC data records the transactions of trips in details, such information includes
boarding station/time,alighting station/time, price paid, etc. By examining the
total station level OD information, passenger's demand can be extracted. Some
AFC data even have information related to the vehicle that this passenger takes.
Therefore, it is possible to find out the characteristics of bus route network: the
stations of a specific route passes through, the travel time between two stations,
or even the frequency of buses.
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We use the AFC data of Seoul, Korea in the case study. This AFC data contain
over 1 billion transactions. There are over 11,000 buses operated on over 500 bus
routes. About 15,000 bus stations covers most of the metropolitan area.
Here, the AFC data is pre-processed by timestep by cell, so that at every
bus stop level, its neighborhood matrix can be easily extracted. We randomly
picked 10,000 bus links from a week of March, and for each link, its departure
and arrival station pair is recorded. Please note that two buses on the same route
link will be considered as two links, since the travel environment information is
time-sensitive. Sometimes a bus driver will pass certain station without stopping,
since there is no boarding or alighting passengers. This also add some flexibility
for DNN to learning the route designing.
Travel environment information needs to be extracted for the origins of these
10,000 bus links, in the format of neighborhood matrix centering at these origins.

It takes about 16 hours for data pre-processing.

5.4.2

Learning Parameters and Performance

In the learning step, we feed these 10,000 bus origin's neighborhood matrix as
the input, and one-hot encoded location of 10,000 destination station as output.
10,000 pairs of vectors are partitioned into training (66.7%) and test data(33.3%).
The result are summarized in Table 5.2. We can see that the number of hid
den layer does not increase the accuracy for training or test data significantly,
therefore, one hidden layer is enough for DNN model.
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Training Accuracy

Test Accuracy

1 Hidden Layer

0.84

0.70

2 Hidden Layer

0.85

0.70

3 Hidden Layer

0.85

0.71

Table 5.2: DNN Structure and Accuracy

The final trained weigh matrices W (W1 between input and hidden layer; W2
between hidden and initial output layer) of 1-hidden-layer DNN will be recorded
and used for predicting step.

5.4.3

Route Generation through Prediction

Generated routes are presented in below Figure 5.4. In this figure, dots are the
stopping points of buses and the lines are the trajectories. We picked all the
departing buses from 7:00 am to 7:40 am on Monday, March 11, 2013 as an illustrative example. 2473 departing buses are used for this evaluation by comparing
its original and generated route networks. We can see that the coverage area of
new route network is larger than the original route network. 6671 out of 19040
cells in the study area are covered. There are only 2975 cells are covered by the
bus routes in the original route network. Also, the total length of generated route
network is much shorter. Some of the performance metrics are listed in Table 5.3.
Besides these metrics, we can also compare the customer travel times and
OD demand satisfaction once the passenger is matched to each bus run route.
Passenger demand and generated routes can be carefully paired and the potential
ways include rule-based simulation or mathematical optimization modeling.
This will be discussed in next section.
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Performance Metrics

Original Route Network

Generated Route Network

Number of Buses

2473

2473

2975

6671

30.12

8.47

Total Length (km)

46,921

32,122

Average Length (km)

18.97

12.99

Coverage Area
(# of cells, total cells: 19040)

Visiting Frequency
(# of buses per cell)

Table 5.3: Performance Metrics of Generated Route Network
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of Results of Route Generation

There are some defects about the new route network: (1) the system is disconnected at some remote locations of metropolitan area (2) there may be extra cost
for constructing new stations on the road network. In future research, we will
evaluate the details of such trade-offs.
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5.5

Discussions and Future Directions

This paper presents a two-step model that learns and predicts bus route design
decisions. All the data for learning process can be obtained from AFC data.
After applying this method on an AFC data and further designing the bus route
network for Seoul, we find the model is a reasonable and practical planning tool
for transit route design.
There will be many ways for this model to be used: (l)lf a route network is
needed in a new city/town, this tool can duplicate a bus route network from ex
isting successful bus route network, without applying complicated mathematical
formulation and solving methodologies. (2)Although not guaranteed, we can
still evaluate the generated route network, to see whether the improvement of
new bus route network is worth to be implemented. (3) OD demand changes dy
namically over time, this model will provide suggestions for bus route designing
during off-peak time, so that the fixed-route netowrk can also be flexible, based
on the concept of demand responsive transit (DRT).
By applying the proposed model, dynamic or even real-time handling of bus
routes becomes a possible way to manage the bus transit system. Traditional tran
sit system usually requires a fixed route or schedule to provide broad coverage,
but passenger OD demands vary significantly over location and time. Dynamic
route design will be a solution to such challenge: it will save the operation cost
while still provide reliable public transportation services.
There are also some future research can be done to continue improve this
model. First of all, the performance of new route network need to be examined
more carefully. It cannot be done without a detailed simulation that contains both
passengers' travel behavior and buses operational characteristics, more specifi-
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cally, that includes passenger's route choice behavior, dynamic OD demand, the
frequency and fare price of buses, etc. These characteristics of transit network can
be modeled in either mathematical or data-driven methods. Secondly, once the
new routes are evaluated, a feedback loop is needed for this model to improve
the route designing. With these, our proposed model will be in its complete
shape.

Conclusion and Future Research
Directions

6.1

Conclusion

This dissertation proposes a series of data-driven transit modeling methodologies
using AFC data. It starts with presenting data processing algorithms, then based
on the data extracted, passengers mobility patterns are analyzed, their true ODs
are inferred, and a bus route network is designed. This dissertation provides
new perspectives to understand and model the various aspects in the transit
system (passengers and transit operators) through a new form of transit data AFC data - in a fast and cost-effective way.
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6.1.1

Summary of conclusions

6.1.1.1

System-level Transit Information Processing through AFC Data

In the first section of this dissertation, a data-processing method is proposed to
generate system-level transit environment data. We define system-level transit
environment data as travel times, transfer times, and crowdedness of links
existing in the transit network. Three algorithms are presented due to the multi
modal feature of AFC data - each algorithm has its advantages and disadvantages.
They complement each other by presenting the traits of the transit environment
from different angles. Later, we apply and test the data-processing algorithms
on the AFC data obtained from Seoul, Korea. Extracted system information is
demonstrated at both link-level and city-level. Finally, anomalies of extracted
information (such as bus links with long travel time or crowded passenger
demands) are measured and identified, serving as a piratical guide for transit
operators and planners to monitoring and understand transit environment.

6.1.1.2

Heterogeneity of Human Mobility among User Groups

In the second section of this dissertation, the same AFC data is analyzed by
the socio-economic characteristics of passengers. This section provides insights
on the travel behavior and mobility patterns of various groups of population,
In specific, the empirical findings are: (1) departure time, travel mode, and
activity duration choices differ across socio-demographic groups. (2) the spatial
distribution of each group's potential home, work and other activity locations
are different. (3) the heterogeneity of displacement and pause distributions are
statistically significant.
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6.1.1.3

True OD Inference of Passengers

In the third section of this dissertation, an inference modeling framework is
presented for estimating the true OD locations of transit users. Such true ODs
as homes or workplaces are inferred through a probabilistic learning built upon
Expectation Maximization approach, with using large-scale AFC data. The
inferential power of proposed ODIP model comes from the observations of how
the travelers revise their choices(recorded by transactions) on perturbations of
travel environment conditions. We scale AFC data in order to test and verify
this model. Results show that as high as 89% of the passengers' true ODs can
be successfully inferred, with a reasonable parameter setup. The relationship
between parameter setup and accuracy of model is also discussed in this section.

6.1.1.4

Transit Route Network Design

In the last section of this dissertation, a two-step model that learns and predicts
bus route design decisions is developed. Traditionally, transit route network
design problem are formulated and solved by using mathematical programming
methods. However, we propose a data-driven modelling approach that gener
ates transit route network at city-scale in a fast and easy way. In the learning
step a DNN structure is constructed and trained, then using the trained DNN
parameters, for any departing bus, its route will be generated in the predicting
step. All bus together, the transit route network is designed. This data-driven
modelling approach has many potential applications, and the most important
one is for dynamic route design. This will allow transit network improve its
service quality by adding more flexibility on the routes.
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6.2

Future Research Directions

This dissertation provides useful insights on the applications of how AFC data
can be used, to understand various aspect of public transit system. This system
includes but not limited to many aspects such as transit environment, route
network performance, passenger travel behavior, etc. With its unique traits such
as large data size, detailed information, and high accessibility, AFC data allow
researchers to investigate and model the transit system in a fast, accurate and
cost-effective way. This dissertation is based on real-world AFC data: empirical
findings are observed from processed AFC data and models are tested with AFC
data.
Nevertheless, there are more observations or models can be obtained from
such AFC data. For example, one of our on-going project is about simulating
the spread of infectious diseases in transit system. With knowing each individ
ual's OD and behavior, the spread of flu can be simulated and visualized, so
the birth/ growth/death stages of disease spreading can be clearly observed.
Another example is to improve the operational characteristics such as of transit
service by improve its flexibility by using AFC data. Flexible price setting, flex
ible bus frequency even new route designing will help improve the quality of
transit service. Other data (such as passenger's socio-demographic or condition
of vehicles/roads/stations) can be combined with AFC data, to increase the
potential of such applications and models.
Furthermore, proposed modeling methods can be improved in the future.
For example, in chapter four, true OD-pairs can be inferred within other transit
systems, e.g., metro, bus, tram, etc. Once the true ODs are inferred, further
transit planning can be applied based on this detailed user-specific information.
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In chapter five, the performance of generated route network need to be examined

more carefully, and this requires further modeling about passenger's route choice
behavior, dynamic OD demand, the frequency and fare price of buses, etc. Once
the performance of generated routes is carefully evaluated, the learning step can
be revised to further fulfill the goal of bus route network design.
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